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LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

LIVING ROOM
DINING ROOM

RODES

2

hink about what surroundings you feel most
comfortable in. What colours do you like best?
The living room should be a space where every
moment you spend is a joy. Make sure you choose
the right furniture and decorations to make your
interior comfortable and cosy. We will provide you
with tons of inspiration to make your space even
cosier.

1

5

NEW

Interesting design and carefully
selected
details.
Asymmetrical
division of fronts, drawers with full
extension sliding and soft closing,
subtle handles and a striking
combination of two wood decors.
Discover the Rodes collection.

T

4

belarus ash/black oak

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

HAVE

shelf
POL/90
W/D/H
90/19,5/19,5 cm

coffee table
LAW/110
W/L/H
58,5/111,5/41 cm

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
59/120/75,5cm

TV stand
RTV1D2S
W/D/H
137,5/40/55 cm

3

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
90/40/85 cm

4

chest of drawers
KOM1W1K2S
W/D/H
137,5/40/113 cm

container
KTN2S
W/D/H
45/40/43,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
98/204,5/48-78 cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/200/26,5 cm

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR
1. Moss pendant lamp, width 61 cm, height 150 cm;
2. Beach No. 2 poster, dim. 50x70 cm; 3. Sentila sofa,
dim. 198x106x91 cm, fab. Kronoskaro 14 Green/ Kronos
14 Green; 4. Matt glass vase, navy blue, dia. 15 cm,
height 25 cm; 5. AROZ 2 40/50 coffee tables set, colour:
lancelot oak/black; 6. Mekong decorative pillow, colour:
blue, dim. 43x43 cm; 7. Soul Gris pillow, dim. 45x45 cm,
colour: grey; 8. Lafu pouf, dim. 60x60x40 cm, fab. Rain
22 Blue; 9. Cardiff blanket, dim. 127x152 + fringe 2x10
cm, colour: anthracite

6

YOUTH
ROOM

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/90
W/D/H
90/40/139,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/60
W/D/H
60/40/199,5 cm

7

5
D E KO R A L CO LO U R PA L E T T E
HOME & STYLE

BLUE CLOUDS

BALTIC SKY

GREY STONE

CLASSIC JEANS

9

8
glass-door cabinet REG1D1W/90, TV stand RTV1D2S, shelf POL/90, chest of drawers KOM2D1S, glass-door cabinet REG1D1W/60,
coffee table LAW/110, armchair EMILLY ES, dim. 71x83x107 cm, fab. MONOLI 77 NAVY

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
90/54/199,5 cm

cabinet
REG1K2S
W/D/H
90/40/199,5 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

LUTON

6

7

NEW

Exceptional room furniture designed
for interiors arranged in loft style.
Simple form, distinctive colours and
a range of functional solutions will
create an interior with a unique
atmosphere.

brown ribbeck oak/graphite

glass-door cabinet REG2D1W3S; shelf POL/16; TV stand RTV3S

The Luton collection
includes capacious
chests of drawers,
slender glass-door
cabinets, functional
cabinets, a capacious
wardrobe, a shelf and
a TV stand. The stylish
design of each piece
of furniture in the
collection makes it look
great solo, and even
better in a set.

shelf POL/16; TV stand RTV3S; chest of drawers KOM1D3S/9/16; cabinet REG2D1W3S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
160/44/54 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S/9/10
W/D/H
100/40/89,5 cm

shelf
POL/16
W/D/H
160/22/32 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S/9/16
W/D/H
160/44/89,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W3S
W/D/H
100/40/158 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/20/7 L
W/D/H
67/40/197,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/20/7 P
W/D/H
67/40/197,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S
W/D/H
100/40/197,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
100/58/197,5 cm

shelf POL/16; chest of drawers KOM1D3S/9/16

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

PVC

HORTON

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
166,5/42/54 cm

shelf
POL
W/D/H
166/27/25 cm

coffee table
LAW1S
W/L/H
65/110,5/50 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D1S
W/D/H
170/42/90 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D
W/D/H
106,5/42/90 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D
W/D/H
170/42/90 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D2W
W/D/H
119/42/166 cm

ROVIKA

PVC

Rovika is a collection that will let a bit of nature inside
a modern interior, even in the heart of a bustling city.
Perfectly smooth, shiny white fronts are a beautiful
frame for veneered drawers with a palpable oak
structure.

fronts: white high gloss
body: grandson gold oak/white/
white high gloss

white gloss/white high gloss/
natural oak

brown antisol
glass

brown antisol
glass

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW

Modern and elegant furniture for the
living room. They owe their beauty
to the original combination of white
gloss finish with the warmth of wood,
the striking tabletop illumination and
branded accessories. Thanks to its
large capacity, the Horton furniture
can accommodate all your essentials
and will be a highlight of your interior.

8

cabinet
REG1D
W/D/H
68/42/205 cm

wardrobe shelves
glass-door cabinet in option
SZF2D-OPCJA
REG1D1W
W/D/H
W/D/H
102,5/52/162 cm
68/42/205 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
106,5/56/205 cm

glass-door cabinet REG2D1W1S; TV stand RTV1D2S; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W2S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
shelf
POL/150
W/D/H
152,5/22/16 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; shelf POL; TV stand RTV2S; glass-door cabinet REG2D2W; chest of drawers KOM3D1S; coffee table LAW1S

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W1S
W/D/H
146,5/42/144 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
152,5/42/85 cm

TV stand
RTV1D2S
W/D/H
152,5/42/60 cm

cabinet
REG1D2S
W/D/H
107,5/42/202 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W2S
W/D/H
107,5/42/202 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
107,5/56,5/202 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE
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glass-door cabinet REG2D1W; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; TV stand RTV2S; shelf POL/160; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS
PVC

FORN

NEW

glass-door cabinet REG2D1W; TV stand RTV2S; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; coffee table AROZ 50

The geometric form of the Forn collection perfectly
reflects the most important features of modern
design, all thanks to decorative motifs of linear
millings that strike across the fronts in an attractive
manner. The comfort of furniture users is enhanced
by accessories, ensuring smooth and soft closing of
cabinet fronts and drawers.

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

white gloss/black matt

delano oak/white high
gloss

delano oak/black matt

white gloss/white high
gloss

shelf
POL/160
W/D/H
156/22/25 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
156/42,5/61 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W
W/D/H
94/42,5/157 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
64/42,5/200,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
94/56,5/200,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
156/42,5/93 cm

Linear millings and
matt finish of the
fronts perfectly
highlight the modern
design of this
collection.
shelf POL/160; TV stand RTV2S, wardrobe SZF2D2S, chest of drawers KOM1D3S, AROZ 2 40/50 coffee tables set
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bed
LOZ/160 A
W/L/H
165,5/208,5/42,5-104 cm

bed
LOZ/160 B
W/L/H
165,5/208,5/42,5-104 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
97/41,5/123 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
147/41/96,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
92/37/110,5 cm

12

13

cabinet
REG2D2S
W/D/H
82/37/201,5 cm

bed with container and
frame on gas lifts

hanger
WIE
W/D/H
88/28,5/150 cm

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

HALLWAY
BEDROOM

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D2S
W/D/H
102/41/141 cm

cabinet
REG3S
W/D/H
72/41,5/201,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
72/41,5/201,5 cm

wardrobe
wardrobe
SZF3D2S
shelves in
W/D/H
option
180/60/201,5 cm

chair ALAMEDA; table ALAMEDA; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D2S; chest of drawers KOM1D3S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS
PVC

shelf
POL_147
W/D/H
147/20/15 cm

ALAMEDA
Modern, simple and very impressive. Alameda
will give a touch of class to modern interiors.
The shiny white tone and the colour of
natural wood wouldn’t be so special were it
not for the features that make the collection
simply captivating - vertical handles and
modern LED lighting just below the tabletops.

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
172/41/96,5 cm

white gloss/westminster oak/
white high gloss

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

night stand
KOM2S
W/D/H
62/41,5/51,5 cm

TV stand
RTV1S
W/D/H
147/46/55 cm

console
TOL1S
W/L/H
41,5/100/80,5 cm

table
ALAMEDA
W/L/H
90/160-200/76 cm

chair
ALAMEDA
W/D/H
47,5/58,5/95 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
97/41/96,5 cm

wardrobe SZF2D2S; shelf POL_147; TV stand RTV1S; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D2S

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
102/60/201 cm

cabinet
REG1D1M2S
W/D/H
82/37/201,5 cm

shoe cabinet
SFK1K
W/D/H
100/37/50,5 cm
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cabinet
SFK1D_13_8 L
W/D/H
80/37/127 cm

cabinet
SFK1D_13_8 P
W/D/H
80/37/127 cm

glass-door cabinet
SFK2W_15_10
W/D/H
100/37/150 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D_20_6
W/D/H
60/44/200 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D_20_9
W/D/H
90/44/200 cm

wardrobe shelves
in option
WKSZF_97
W/D/H
96/52/162 cm
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wardrobe
SZF2D_20_10
W/D/H
100/55/200 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D_20_6; TV stand RTV1S_4_10; TV stand RTV1S_4_10_S; shelf P_3_10; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W_13_4; glass-door cabinet SFK2W_15_10;
AROZ 2 40/50 coffee tables set

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS
PVC

ASSEN
Minimalist forms, fashionable white gloss colour and
glass - door cabinets whose interior is accented by energy
efficient LED lighting. The Assen collection features furniture
designed for modern interiors.
white gloss/white high gloss

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S_9_15
W/D/H
150/44/93 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1W2D2S_9_15
W/D/H
150/44/93 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW_4_10
W/D/H
100/28/37 cm

shelf
P_3_10
W/D/H
100/20/25 cm

TV stand
RTV1S_4_10
W/D/H
100/50/37 cm

TV stand
RTV1S_4_10_S
W/D/H
100/50/37 cm

glass-door cabinet SFK2W_15_10; TV stand RTV1S_4_10_S;
hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W_13_4

shelf
PAN_12_13
W/D/H
130/23/120 cm

hanging glass-door
cabinet
SFW1W_13_4
W/D/H
40/37/125 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1D_13_4
W/D/H
40/37/125 cm

Gentle grooves on the fronts and
black handles add character to the
collection.
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mirror
LUS
W/D/H
92,5/2,2/70 cm

console
BIU1S
W/L/H
40/106,5/81,5 cm

hanger
WIE
W/D/H
92,5/24,5/132 cm

chair
HOLTEN 2
W/D/H
47/53/98 cm

coffee table
LAW/110
W/L/H
65/110/46,5 cm

table
HOLTEN 2
W/L/H
90/160-200/76,5 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
54,5/42/50,5 cm

shoe cabinet
REG1D/50
W/D/H
92,5/37/53 cm

16
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desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
56,5/130,2/81,5 cm

shoe cabinet
REG2K1S
W/D/H
92,5/37/115 cm

cabinet
REG1D/150
W/D/H
98/42/156,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D/200
W/D/H
68,5/37/203,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D2S
W/D/H
180,5/56,5/203,5 cm

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

HALLWAY
YOUTH ROOM
BEDROOM
OFFICE

glass-door cabinet REG2D1W; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; armchair CASEY ES, dim. 94/86/107 cm

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

HOLTEN
Look how the beautiful wood-coloured
tabletops wrap around these minimalist
units, accentuating the impeccable colour
and shiny surface of the varnished
fronts. But that’s not all. You will love this
collection not only for its style, but also for
the lightness with which the fronts close.

white / white high gloss
mirror, tabletop: wotan
oak

waterford oak

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

cabinet
KOM2D
W/D/H
106/42/83,5 cm

shelf
POL/106
W/D/H
106/24/22 cm

shelf
POL/156
W/D/H
156/24/22 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/156
W/D/H
156/32,5/40 cm

TV stand
RTV1S
W/D/H
106/42/50,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
156/42/60,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
156/42/83,5 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; glass-door cabinet REG2D1W; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; table HOLTEN 2; chair HOLTEN 2

cabinet
REG3S
W/D/H
68/42/203,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
68/42/203,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W
W/D/H
98/42/156,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
106/56,5/203,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM6S
W/D/H
98,5/42/129,5 cm

bed drawer 120 cm
SZU/120
W/L/H
56,5/199/26 cm

bed drawer
160 and 180 cm
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/199/26 cm

bed
LOZ/180
W/L/H
189/204,5/40,5-100,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
169/204,5/40,5-100,5 cm

bed
LOZ/120
W/L/H
129/204,5/40,5-100,5 cm
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chest of drawers
KOM1D1S/10/6
W/D/H
60/37/104 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S/8/15
W/D/H
150/41/84 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S/10/6
W/D/H
60/41/104 cm

mirror
LUS/9/6
W/D/H
89/2/60 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/8/11
W/D/H
105/41/84 cm

hanger
PAN/14/9
W/D/H
90/30/143 cm

cabinet
REG4D/8/11
W/D/H
105/41/84 cm

18

shoe cabinet
SFK2D/5/9
W/D/H
90/37/52 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2W1D3S/10/15
W/D/H
150/41/104 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/14/9
W/D/H
90/41/145 cm

cabinet
REG2D/19/8
W/D/H
80/37/195 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/19/6
W/D/H
60/41/193 cm

hanging glass-door cabinet
SFW1W/10/6
W/D/H
60/35/102 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/19/9
W/D/H
90/41/193 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/19/11
W/D/H
105/57/193 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D/21/18
W/D/H
180/57/210 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2L/21/22
W/D/H
220/57/210 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/213/35-86 cm

wardrobe SZF2D/19/11; chest of drawers KOM3D3S/8/15; shelf P/2/11; TV stand RTV2D2S/4/15; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D/19/6

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

PVC

The price of each piece of furniture includes 2 decorative strips:
double-sided (white gloss / black
gloss) and single-sided (wenge
oak magic) with the option to
choose one of three colours at
the assembly stage.

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

AZTECA TRIO

HALLWAY
BEDROOM
OFFICE

This collection offers several options - colour versions.
You’ll recognise it straight away thanks to the rounded
edges of the fronts and the original oval handles. It is the
only decorative element of the pieces in the collection but
at the same time it makes them look even more modern.
white/white high gloss
strip: wenge oak magic/
white gloss/black gloss

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

wenge oak
magic

hanging
cabinet
SFW1K/4/11
W/D/H
105/35/41 cm

shelf P/2/11
W/D/H
105/20/20 cm

shelf
P/2/15
W/D/H
150/20/20 cm

coffee table
LAW/4/11
W/L/H
65/110/40 cm

table
AZTECA TRIO
W/L/H
85/145-185/76 cm

TV stand
RTV2D2S/4/15
W/D/H
150/47/43 cm

white
gloss

black
gloss

chair
AZTECA TRIO
W/D/H
42/49/85 cm

19

chest of drawers KOM4S/8/11; TV stand RTV2D2S/4/15; shelf P/2/15; hanging cabinet SFW1K/4/11; cabinet REG4D/8/11

night stand
KOM2S/4/5
W/D/H
50/41/43 cm

desk
BIU1D1S/8/12
W/L/H
66/120/75 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

FLAMES
This collection is all about the details. Decorative
corrugations, sleek handles, shiny white - all this
makes the simple furniture look really stylish.

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
56/120/75 cm

shelf
POLL/160
W/D/H
163,5/22/25 cm

coffee table
LAW/110
W/L/H
65/110/45 cm

TV stand
RTV2D
W/D/H
151/48/53 cm

20
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night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
52,2/42/42,5 cm

PVC

white gloss/white high gloss
white/white high gloss
bed
LOZ/90/B
W/L/H
95/206/42,5-96,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160/A
W/L/H
165/205,5/96,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160/B
W/L/H
165/206/42,5-96,5 cm

bed with container and frame
on gas lifts

frame in option

bed with container and frame
on gas lifts

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

HALLWAY
YOUTH ROOM
BEDROOM
OFFICE

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; shelf POL/160; TV stand RTV2D; glass-door cabinet REG1W; coffee table GLIMP

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; shelf POL/160; TV stand RTV2D
mirror
LUS/7/9
W/D/H
92/2/66 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
hanger
PAN/3/9
W/D/H
92/29/30 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
151/42/85,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
105/42/85,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D
W/D/H
97/42/160,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
97/42/160,5 cm

cabinet
REG2S
W/D/H
63/42/201,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W
W/D/H
63/42/210,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
105/54/210,5 cm

hallway wardrobe
REG1L1D/207
W/D/H
72/37/201 cm

shoe cabinet
REG1D/5/9
W/D/H
92/37/50 cm

cabinet
REG2D/11/9
W/D/H
92/37/110 cm

hanger
PAN/15/5
W/D/H
39/29/151 cm

cabinet
REG1D/11/5
W/D/H
52/37/110 cm

Look at the deep corrugations. The asymmetrical
texture combined with the
perfectly smooth surface of
the fronts looks really stylish.

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

BEDROOM
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HEDA
Vintage is back in style. Simple and unpretentious,
it gracefully combines an attachment to the
good old days with modern minimalism. Drawing
inspiration from the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s,it brings
a bit of nostalgia into our houses and flats.
Discover it with the Heda collection.
white/sibiu gold larch/white gloss

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

OFFICE

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W1S; chest of drawers KOM2D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1W2S; hanging cabinet SFW_158; TV stand RTV2D1S; coffee table LAW 110
wardrobe shelves
in option

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

ERLA
There are many reasons why you will
love the Erla collection. Its modern
minimalism, its shiny, flawless white
tones and the lightness with which
the fronts close. Take a close look.
Thanks to the fact that the tabletop
is delicately separated from the front,
it seems to float gently in the air.

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W1S
W/D/H
98/41/153 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
60/41/196 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
98/53/196 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D2S
W/D/H
163/53/206 cm

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1W2S; TV stand RTV1D1S; shelf POL/135; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; coffee table LAW1S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

bed with container and
frame on gas lifts

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

white/minerva oak/
white gloss varnish

hanging cabinet
SFW_158
W/D/H
158/26,5/31 cm

shelf
POL_158
W/D/H
158/23,5/20 cm

TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H
158/41/55,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
158/41/88,5 cm

bed LOZ/160 B
W/L/H
165/204,5/42,5-100 cm

chair
VKRM
W/D/H
47/53/98 cm

table
STO-BI/DMV
W/L/H
90/160-200/76,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
98/41/88,5 cm

shelf
POL/135
W/D/H
135/19,5/14 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
58/41/41 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
98/41/88,5 cm

coffee table
LAW_110
W/L/H
60/110/45,5 cm

coffee table
LAW1S
W/L/H
60/110,5/45,5 cm

desk
BIU2S
W/L/H
60/120,5/77 cm

TV stand
RTV1D1S
W/D/H
135/40,5/55 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
85/40,5/90 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
150/40,5/90 cm

glass-door cabinet glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
REG1W2S
W/D/H
W/D/H
85/40,5/140,5 cm 56/40,5/194,5 cm

cabinet
REG1S
W/D/H
56/40,5/194,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
85/54/194,5 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS
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ELPASSO
Items from this collection will work well in small
rooms, because despite being spacious, they
are light and “airy”. It’s all thanks to glass-door
cabinets and glass shelves. Look how beautifully
they display decorative trinkets while protecting
them from dust.

light san remo oak,
strip: brown wenge oak

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

BEDROOM
1
2

3

4

chest of drawers KOM5S/60; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W; TV stand RTV2S; shelf POL/150; glass-door cabinet REG1W3D/20/9; chest of drawers KOM3D3S;
coffee table LAW/110

hanging cabinet
SFW1K
W/D/H
150/29/40,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

coffee table
LAW/110
W/L/H
65/110/46,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/90
W/D/H
90/41,5/84 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
135,5/41,5/84 cm

cabinet
KOM4D
W/D/H
100/41,5/104,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S/60
W/D/H
60/41,5/104,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
150/47/43 cm

1. Grey rug, dim. 50x90cm; 2. MIST 2 picture, dim. 50x70 cm; 3. Metal candlestick, dim.
11x11x11cm; 4. Kerala decorative pillow, dia. 57x57 cm, colour: navy blue

shelf
POL/150
W/D/H
150/19,5/20 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2W1D3S
W/D/H
150,5/41,5/104,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W3D/14/9
W/D/H
90/41,5/144 cm

hanging glass-door
cabinet
SFW1W
W/D/H
60/29/122 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D
W/D/H
60/41,5/200 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W3D/20/9
W/D/H
90/41,5/200 cm

wardrobe
SZF4D
W/D/H
90/56/200 cm

night stand
KOM2S
W/D/H
50/41,5/43 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/203,5/43,5-90,5 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - SCANDINAVIAN STYLE
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THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

HALLWAY

glass-door cabinet REG2D1W2S; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; shelf POL/143; TV stand RTV2D1S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; TV stand RTV2D1S; shelf POL/143; cabinet KOM2D

2

LOKSA
The Loksa collection is a line created with Scandinavian interior design in mind. You will be
delighted with the multitude of shapes with a
simple timeless structure, muntin fronts and
details that emphasize its character. The entire
line is dressed in subdued colours combining
andersen white pine with grandson oak.

1

The black details are the icing
on the cake of this beautiful
collection. They emphasize
its original style.

andersen white pine/grandson oak

4
hanger
WIE/60
W/D/H
59/30/143 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
shelf
POL/143
W/D/H
143/23,5/16,5 cm

mirror
LUS/96
W/D/H
96/4/90,5 cm

3
6

cabinet
KOM2D
W/D/H
101,5/42,5/98,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
101,5/36,5/98,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D1S
W/D/H
148/42,5/98,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H
160/44/50,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W2S
W/D/H
160/42,5/134,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
101,5/42,5/200,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/85
W/D/H
84,5/36,5/200,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
101,5/42,5/200,5 cm

shoe cabinet
SFK1D
W/D/H
84,5/36,5/48,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D4S
W/D/H
120/42,5/98,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4D1S
W/D/H
194/42,5/98,5 cm

5

1. Dune No. 1 picture; 2. Wall clock, metal, dia. 60 cm; 3. Treviso floor lamp, dim. 145x50x50
cm, E27 60W; 4. Carrara decorative pillow, dim. 45x45 cm, colour: grey; 5. Artificial lavender in
a pot, height 48 cm; 6. Elegance vase, dim. 15x23 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - SCANDINAVIAN STYLE

coffee table
LAW/4/13
W/L/H
65/130/40 cm

coffee table
LAW/4/8
W/L/H
75/75/40 cm
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THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

BEDROOM

table
STO/7/16
W/L/H
90/160-200/76 cm

shelf P/2/18; TV stand RTV2S/6/14; chest of drawers KOM3W2D2S/13/19; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D/20/7

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

HESEN

bed
LOZ1S/140
W/L/H
154/210/95,5 cm

chair
HESEN
W/D/H
45/50/93 cm

bed
LOZ1S/160
W/L/H
174/210/95,5 cm

NEW

The Hesen collection is a tribute to the traditional
Scandinavian style. Simplicity, delicate colours
and style of furniture produce space with a unique
atmosphere. The distinguishing feature of the
collection are elegant glass-door cabinets equipped
with energy efficient LED lighting and chests of
drawers that will look great both solo and in duet.

sibiu light larch/
larico pine

graphite/artisan oak

night stand
KOM1S/5/6
W/D/H
60/44/50 cm

cabinet
REG2S/20/7
W/D/H
71/44/203 cm

cabinet
REG/20/11
W/D/H
106/44/203 cm

chest of drawers KOM3W2D2S_13_19

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

cabinet
SFK2D/14/7
W/D/H
71/44/140 cm

chest of drawers
KOM6S/15/10
W/D/H
101/44/145 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/12/10
W/D/H
101/44/120 cm

shelf
P/2/18
W/D/H
175/24/25 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3W2D2S/13/19
W/D/H
186/44/126 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S/10/20
W/D/H
199/44/96 cm

White, Scandinavian furniture can be
freely combined with a variety of colours
and look especially well when
accompanied by green and blue accents.

shelf
P/2/18 I
W/D/H
175/24/25 cm

console
TOL1S/9/11
W/D/H
114/41/86 cm

TV stand
RTV2S/6/14
W/D/H
137/47/59 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S/10/19
W/D/H
186/44/96 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S/20/11
W/D/H
106/44/203 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/20/7
W/D/H
71/44/203 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S/20/10
W/D/H
101/57/203 cm

wardrobe shelves in option
WKSZF/86
W/D/H
85/50/118 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - SCANDINAVIAN STYLE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - SOLID STYLE
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THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

KALIO
The Kalio collection is the quintessence of the Scandinavian
style - a beautiful combination of
purity of form and subdued
colours.
An
unquestionable
advantage of the furniture
is the system of soft closing
of drawers, which will prove
useful in everyday use.
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coffee table
KALIO
W/L/H
65/110/50,5 cm

BEDROOM

hanging glass-door
cabinet
SFW1W
W/D/H
141/28/41 cm

white gloss/acacia plywood/
white gloss
chair
KALIO
W/D/H
43/57/90 cm

table
KALIO
W/L/H
90/135-180/77 cm

TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H
141/45/50,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
bed
LOZ/180
W/L/H
187/209/105 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
58,5/42,5/50,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
167/209/105 cm

mirror LUS
W/D/H
140/6,5/60,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
99,5/42,5/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
163/41,5/91 cm

glass-door
cabinet
REG2D2W1S
W/D/H
99,5/42,5/158 cm

glass-door
cabinet
REG1D1W1S
W/D/H
65/41,5/196,5 cm

glass-door
cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
65/41,5/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
99,5/59,5/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF6D2S
W/D/H
213/59,5/218,5 cm
(3 wardrobe shelves in option)

wardrobe SZF2D1S; TV stand RTV2S; shelf POL/160, glass-door cabinet REG1W1D/60; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D/100

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

ANTICCA
Solid furniture with a beautiful wood grain veneer is a
perfect match for virtually any wall colour. They look
just as beautiful against a deep blue wall as they do
against raw concrete.
monument oak

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

BEDROOM
hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W; TV stand RTV2D1S; coffee table LAW/110; glass-door cabinet REG2D2W1S

bed
LOZ/180
W/L/H
189,5/207,5/52-88,5 cm

shelf
POL/160
W/D/H
155,5/25/5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
155,5/52,5/36,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
103/46/95 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D4S
W/D/H
155,5/46/95 cm

glass-door cabinet glass-door cabinet wardrobe
REG1W1D/100 REG1W1D/60
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
W/D/H
W/D/H
103/46/140,5 cm 60,5/46/205,5 cm 108/61,5/205,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D
W/D/H
171,5/61,5/211,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
169,5/207,5/45,5-88,5 cm

night stand
KOM2S
W/D/H
60,5/46/49,5 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - SOLID STYLE
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chest of drawers KOM2D3S, shelf POL/180, glass-door cabinet REG1D1W, TV stand RTV2D, cabinet REG3S, AROZ 40/50 coffee tables set

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

TORIN

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; shelf POL/180; TV stand RTV2D; cabinet REG3S

NEW

Beautiful, sophisticated design and striking decor with a visible wood
grain pattern. The Torin collection is a great choice for connoisseurs of
stylish interiors kept in the classic style. The solid furniture is equipped
with modern LED lighting placed under the tabletops and branded
accessories that allow for smooth, soft and quiet closing of the cabinets.

coffee table
LAW1S/70
W/L/H
69/54/69 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

brown ribbeck oak

coffee table
LAW1S/110
W/L/H
60/110/39,5 cm

shelf POL/180
W/D/H
180/27/26,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
157/45/93 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
180/45/93 cm

TV stand
RTV2D
W/D/H
180/45/60 cm

cabinet
REG3S
W/D/H
114/45/150 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D2S
W/D/H
114/45/150 cm

glass-door cabinet
RED1D1W
W/D/H
70,5/45/200 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
102/62/200 cm

chest of drawers KOM2D3S

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; TV stand RTV2D

33
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ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

EKO

SAWIRA

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW

With the Sawira collection you can arrange a timeless living
room space. The brown oak furniture with beautifully
exposed natural wood grain pattern. Wooden fronts,
tabletops and strips are coated with environmentally
friendly ecological varnish. Impressive colours, slender legs
and functional solutions are the greatest advantages of
furniture from the Sawira collection.

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2S
W/D/H
161/42,5/127,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W/15/10
W/D/H
107/42,5/152 cm

april oak

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

An innovative bio - varnish offering
exceptional durability - it has a thermal
repair capability that enables scratches
on the furniture surface to be removed
with heat.

RENO
Classic style. Reno is a collection that
perfectly reflects a love of tradition.
Decorative muntins on furniture fronts and
sides, ornamental handles and legs. And all
this in a warm wood decor.

oak stain varnish

34

coffee table
LAW/120
W/L/H
65/120/51 cm

table STO SAWIRA
W/L/H
90/150-200/77 cm

chair SAWIRA
W/D/H
44/55/99,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
116,5/42,5/90 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
175/45/92 cm

shelf POL
W/D/H
161/24/24 cm

TV stand RTV1D1S
W/D/H
161/42,5/64,5 cm

shelf
POL
W/D/H
138/20/19 cm

chest of drawers KOM1D3S
W/D/H
161/42,5/90 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/20/7
W/D/H
71/42,5/200 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W/20/7; glass-door cabinet REG2W2S; shelf POL; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; table STO SAWIRA; chair SAWIRA

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
120/45/92 cm

coffee table
LAW-DARL
W/L/H
55/130/45 cm

wardrobe SZF2D2S
W/D/H
106,5/56,5/200 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1W2S; shelf POL; TV stand RTV2S; chest of drawers KOM2D3S

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
140/50/63 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W2S
W/D/H
111/45/150 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
65/45/195 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
111/56/195 cm

35
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ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

OSTIA
Beautiful, unique, modern. These are the features of our newest
Ostia collection. With comfort and convenience in mind, the
interior of furniture and decorative board has been complemented
by energy efficient LED lighting. This makes it look delightful
not only during the day but also at night.

SEE THE WHOLE
COLLECTION

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
116,5/42/101 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D4S
W/D/H
161/42/85 cm

chair OSTIA
W/D/H
46/55/98 cm

table STO/7/16
W/L/H
90/160-200/76,5 cm

artisan oak/black glow/black oak
* shelves lighting
in option

chest of drawers
KOM2W2S
W/D/H
161/42/123,5 cm

coffee table
LAW/120
W/L/H
58/117/52 cm

bed with container and frame on
gas lifts
shelf POL/160
W/D/H
161/24/24 cm

bed
LOZ/160/B
W/L/H
165/247/100,5-49 cm

night stand
KOM2S
W/D/H
54/42/51,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
161/48/53,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W2S/15/10
W/D/H
100,5/42/143,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/20/7
W/D/H
66,5/42/199 cm

* shelves lighting
in option

* shelves lighting
in option

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
100,5/56/199 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D2S
W/D/H
180,5/56/199 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W2S/15/10; table STO/7/16; chair OSTIA

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

BEDROOM

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W/20/7; TV stand RTV2S; shelf POL/160; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W2S/15/10; chest of drawers KOM1D4S; coffee table OSTIA

table STO/7/16; chair PAELLA; chest of drawers KOM1D4S; wardrobe SZF2D2S

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W2S/15/10

36
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bed
LOZ/180
W/L/H
196/206/34-80 cm

GENT
Simple style with strong, geometric forms, horizontal
steel-coloured handles and elegant, glazed panes
of glass-door cabinets. Discover the Gent collection.
Massive shapes and veneer with a palpable texture
and wood grain will appeal to people who appreciate
timeless interior designs.

bed
LOZ_160
W/L/H
176/206/34-80 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
53/45/35 cm

shoe cabinet
KOM1S_5_10
W/D/H
101/40/50 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S_10_10
W/D/H
100,5/40/100,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D1S_10_7
W/D/H
66/40/100,5 cm

hanger
PAN_16_10
W/D/H
101/24/168 cm

mirror
LUS/7/10
W/D/H
101/2/66 cm

stirling oak
chair
GENT/2
W/D/H
44/50/96 cm

table
STO/7/16
W/L/H
90/160-200-240/76 cm

bench
LAK/5/13
W/L/H
40/126/49 cm

coffee table
LAW/4/13
W/L/H
65/130/40 cm

coffee table
LAW/5/13
W/L/H
65/130/50 cm

container
KON3S_6_4
W/D/H
42/38/60 cm

desk
BIU_160
W/L/H
70/160/76 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S_9_12
W/D/H
115/45/85 cm

4 wardrobe
shelves
in option

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S/20/7
W/D/H
68/42/200,5 cm

cabinet
REG2S/20/7
W/D/H
68/42/200,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2S_20_10
W/D/H
98/42/201 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S_10_7
W/D/H
70/45/110 cm

cabinet
REG1D_20_7
W/D/H
66/40/200,5 cm

cabinet
REG2L1S_20_9
W/D/H
88/40/200,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D_20_10
W/D/H
98/56/201 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D_21_15
W/D/H
150/56/210 cm

chest of drawers KOM2D3S/9/20; shelf P/3/20; glass-door cabinet REG1W2S/20/7; TV stand RTV3S/6/20; cabinet REG2S/20/7; table STO/7/16; bench LAK/5/13;
coffee table LAW/4/13

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
shelf
P/3/14
W/D/H
139/27/25 cm

shelf
P/3/20
W/D/H
200/27/25 cm

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

HALLWAY
BEDROOM
chest of drawers
KOM2D3S/9/20
W/D/H
200/45/85 cm

cabinet
SFK2D_9_12
W/D/H
115/45/85 cm

39

TV stand
RTV2S/6/14
W/D/H
138,5/54/60 cm

TV stand
RTV3S/6/20
W/D/H
200/54/60 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2W6S/13/17
W/D/H
166/42/124,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D2S/16/12
W/D/H
115/42/158,5 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D2S/16/12; table STO/7/16; chair GENT/2; shelf P/3/20; chest of drawers KOM2D3S/9/20; glass-door cabinet REG2W2S_20_10
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SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

chair
BERGEN
W/D/H
45/50/95 cm

table
STO/160
W/L/H
90/160-200/76 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2S
W/D/H
102/47/150,5 cm

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
72/47/202 cm

coffee table
LAW/130
W/L/H
55/130/45 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2D
W/D/H
102/47/202 cm

hanging glass-door
cabinet
SFW3W
W/D/H
156/33,5/49,5 cm

shelf
POL/110
W/D/H
110/32,5/27 cm

shelf
POL/150
W/D/H
156/32,5/27 cm

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
156/47/64 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
110/47/98 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
156/47/98 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
72/47/116 cm

bed
LOZ/140
W/L/H
145,5 /204,5/
78,5-102,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165,5 /204,5/
78,5-102,5 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/47/45 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG3W
W/D/H
156/47/150,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
102/63/202 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1M2S
W/D/H
144/63/202 cm

TV stand RTV3S; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW3W; glass-door cabinet REG3W; glass-door cabinet REG2W2D; coffee table TRIANGO L;
coffee table TRIANGO S; pouf MATEUS H 60X90 dim. 90/60/45 cm; sofa MAXIME 1,5 S dim. 132/88/85 cm

BERGEN

1

2

Your oasis must be truly special. If you want calm
and stylish elegance, choose the Bergen collection.
The original colour of the wood and the interesting
form are its distinguishing features. Look at the
details, precisely “cut” sides. This is non-standard
furniture for non-standard interiors.

3
THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

4

sibiu gold larch

1. Willow basket, colour: brown dim. 32x21x12 cm; 2. Arts Shaggy carpet,
colour: cream, dim. 160x230 cm; 3. Mekong decorative pillow, dim. 43x43
cm, colour: honey; 4. Modern vase, colour: cappucino matt, dia. 20 cm,
height 25 cm

BEDROOM
glass-door cabinet REG2W2D

glass-door cabinet REG3W
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SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

PATRAS

BEDROOM

hanging cabinet
SFW/153
W/D/H
153/35/39,5 cm

Discover the new version of a classic style. The
furniture in a warm shade of oak doesn’t only
offer excellent accessories, but also a unique
finish. But that’s not all. Look at the handles - just
like elegant jewellery, they adorn the furniture
fronts, complementing the whole most tastefully.

april oak
chair
PATRAS
W/D/H
44/51/94,5 cm

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
58/44,5/48 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
153/44,5/48 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
168/208,5/63-101 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
153/44,5/93 cm

table
TXS_PATRAS
W/L/H
80/140-180/77 cm

coffee table
TXL_PATRAS
W/L/H
60/100/50,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S
W/D/H
93/44,5/93 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2W4S
W/D/H
153/44,5/129 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
103/44,5/158,5 cm

glass-door
cabinet
REG1D1W/63
W/D/H
63/44,5/201 cm

cabinet
REG2D1S
W/D/H
93/44,5/201 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
103/59/201 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D
W/D/H
153/59/208 cm

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; wardrobe SZF2D; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; TV stand RTV2S; shelf POL/140; glass-door cabinet REG1W;
coffee table LAW2S/110

BALIN
The Balin collection is the most synthetic
form - simple, transparent and
economical. The strong colours of
the furniture are toned down by the
delicate form. Thicker sides and
tabletops support smooth fronts
decorated with modern longitudinally shaped handles which serve a decorative
function.

monastery oak/
black oak

monastery oak

sibiu gold larch
bed with container
and frame on gas
lifts

TV stand RTV2S
W/D/H
140/45/61 cm

bed LOZ/160B
W/L/H
169,5/206,5/41-105,5 cm

coffee table LAW2S/110
W/L/H
60/110/40 cm

shelf POL/140
W/D/H
140/23,5/25 cm

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR
glass-door cabinet
REG1W
W/D/H
68/39,5/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
98/56/196 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
112/45/85 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
160/45/85 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
57/45/45 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D2W2S
W/D/H
160/45/124,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
100,5/39,5/148,5 cm

BEDROOM
TV stand RTV2S; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW/153; chest of drawers KOM2D4S; cabinet REG2D1S
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THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

BEDROOM

MADISON
Fronts wrapped in oak veneer, without
unnecessary decoration, will catch everybody’s
eye. The geometric forms complement the
decorative indentations in the body just above
the legs and the upper edges of the fronts. The
icing on the cake is the black detail that intersects
the front lines.
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shelf
POL/95
W/D/H
95/20/17 cm

brown oak
chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
162/42/92 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
shelf
POL/160
W/D/H
162/20/17 cm

table
TXS_MADISON
W/L/H
90/150-200/77 cm

chair
coffee table
MADISON
TXL_MADISON
W/D/H
W/L/H
45/53/96,5 cm
60/110/54,5 cm
colour: RIVIERA 100

TV stand
RTV2D2S
W/D/H
162/42/53 cm

chest of drawers
REG3D2W2S
W/D/H
162/42/130 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG3D1W/150
W/D/H
95/42/150 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG3D1W/200
W/D/H
95/42/198 cm

glass-door cabinet REG2W2D; TV stand RTV3S; shelf POL/149; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

PVC

RUSO
Some furniture simply
does not age..! The
Ruso collection is that
Kind
of
furniture.
Thicker sides, pearl
gloss, elegant forms.
It’s our way of making
timeless pieces. You’ll
fall in love with them.

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2D
W/D/H
104/45,5/
158,5 cm

april oak/
pearl shine/
lava super matt

chair
PAELLA
W/D/H
45/50/93 cm

bed LOZ/160 B
W/L/H
169,5/205,5/41-96,5 cm

table
STO/110/100
W/L/H
100/110-165/77 cm

cabinet
REG2D
W/D/H
69/45,5/
204,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
104/60,5/
204,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D3S
W/D/H
178,5/60,5/
204,5 cm

bed with container
and frame on gas
lifts

SEE THE WHOLE
COLLECTION
night stand KOM1S
W/D/H
54,5/45,5/
43,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D
W/D/H
69/45,5/
204,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
104/45,5/98,5 cm

coffee table
RUMBI 64
W/L/H
64/64/46 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
149/45,5/98,5 cm

wardrobe with mirror
SZF2D1M3S
W/D/H
178,5/60,5/
204,5 cm

shelf POL/149
W/D/H
149/28/20 cm
coffee table
RUMBI 106
W/L/H
106/64/46 cm

glass-door cabinet
KOM3W3D
W/D/H
149/45,5/120,5 cm

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
149/45,5/59 cm

cabinet
REG1D
W/D/H
69/45,5/204,5 cm
chest of drawers KOM3D3S; glass-door cabinet REG3D2W2S; shelf POL/95; glass-door cabinet REG3D1W/150; chair MADISON; table TXS_MADISON

wardrobe
SZF4D
W/D/H
95/55,5/195 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - SOLID STYLE
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chair
BAWARIA
W/D/H
46/55/94 cm

chair
BAWARIA_P
W/D/H
57/55/94 cm

table
DSTO 150
W/L/H
90/160-200/78 cm

table
BAWARIA MAX
W/L/H
100/160-360/78 cm

coffee table
DLAW 120
W/L/H
68/120/54 cm

TV stand
DRTV 100
W/D/H
99,5/56,5/61 cm

chest of drawers
DKOM4S
W/D/H
60/45,5/109,5 cm

chest of drawers
DKOM3S
W/D/H
99,5/45,5/87 cm

corner glass-door cabinet
DNAD 1WN
W/D/H
49/49/113,5 cm

cabinet
DKOM2D
W/D/H
89,5/45,5/87 cm

chest of drawers
DKOM2D3S/135
W/D/H
134,5/49,5/87 cm

chest of drawers
DKOM2D3S/185
W/D/H
184,5/49,5/87 cm

corner chest
of drawers
DKOM 1DN
W/D/H
54,5/54,5/87 cm

glass-door cabinet
DWIT 1DL
W/D/H
62/40/200 cm

glass-door cabinet
DWIT 1DP
W/D/H
62/40/200 cm

NOTE! The glass-door cabinets feature Sahara
ornament glass type.

wardrobe DSZF2D1S; chest of drawers DKOM4S; corner glass-door cabinet DNAD 1WN; corner chest of drawers DKOM 1DN; TV stand DRTV 100; coffee table DLAW 120

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

BAWARIA
Classic style lovers will not be able to resist these
sophisticated forms, brass handles, rounded
mantelpieces and plinths. On the chestnut tabletops
you can display family memorabilia and put porcelain
figurines behind the glass. The Bawaria collection
is tradition for home cultivation.

Details are key in
this collection. Beautiful
jewellery in the form
of decorative handles
will attract everyone’s
attention.

chestnut/walnut

chair BAWARIA; table DSTO

chest of drawers DKOM2D3S/185

glass-door cabinet
DWIT 2D1S
W/D/H
101,5/40/200 cm

wardrobe
DSZF2D1S
W/D/H
101,5/63/200 cm
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mirror
ELUS 155
W/D/H
154,5/11/88 cm

KENT
With the Kent furniture collection you can create a living
room in the full sense of the word - elegant like a lounge in
an old palace. At such a beautiful table, every meal will taste
unique. You can enjoy this luxury every day.

glass-door cabinet
ENAD 2W
W/D/H
110/43/114,5 cm

chestnut
bed
ELOZ 160
W/L/H
175/210/60,5-81,5 cm

night stand
EKOM 1S
W/D/H
56,5/38,5/52,5 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 8S
W/D/H
153,5/45/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 5S/10
W/D/H
101/45/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 3D1S
W/D/H
153,5/45/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 5S/6
W/D/H
61,5/45/108,5 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 2D2S
W/D/H
101/45/90,5 cm

corner glass-door
cabinet
ENAD 1WN
W/D/H
58,5/58,5/114,5 cm

corner chest
of drawers
EKOM 1DSN
W/D/H
60/60,5/90,5 cm

1

glass-door cabinet
EWIT 1DL
W/D/H
70,5/43/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
EWIT 1DP
W/D/H
70,5/43/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
EWIT 2D2S
W/D/H
110/43/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
EREG 3W2S
W/D/H
167,5/43-49,5/204,5 cm

cabinet
EREG100 O
W/D/H
110/43/204,5 cm

wardrobe
ESZF2D1S
W/D/H
110/65,5/204,5 cm

wardrobe
ESZF 4D2S
W/D/H
227/53-65,5/225 cm

2

glass-door cabinet EREG3W2S; chest of drawers EKOM3D1S; mirror ELUS 155; chest of drawers EKOM 2D2S; table ESTO 160; chair KENT P; chair KENT

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR
chair
KENT SMALL
W/D/H
44/53/94,5 cm

chair
KENT_P
W/D/H
59/55/98 cm

chair
KENT
W/D/H
45/55/98 cm

table
KENT MAX
W/L/H
100/160-360/78 cm

table
ESTO160
W/L/H
90/160-200/76,5 cm

coffee table
ELAST 130/170
W/L/H
67/134-174/60-76 cm

coffee table
ELAW 130
W/L/H
65/130/51,5 cm

TV stand
ERTV100
W/D/H
101/54,5/54,5 cm

BEDROOM
1. glass-door cabinet EREG3W2S
2. cabinet EREG 100 O; glass-door cabinet EWIT1DL; TV stand ERTV100; chest of drawers EKOM3D1S

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - SOLID STYLE
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SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

BEDROOM
OFFICE
chair
NATALIA
W/D/H
46/55/94 cm

glass-door cabinet WIT 100/2S; chest of drawers KOM150/3S; chest of drawers KOM130; table NATALIA 140; chair NATALIA; sofa CUPIDO 1,5 S dim. 180/103/94 cm;
pouf CUPIDO H 82x82 dim. 82/82/44 cm

table
STO/160
W/L/H
90/160-210/80 cm

table
STO/140
W/L/H
80/140-180/80 cm

coffee table
LAW 120
W/L/H
65/120/55,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
NAD 150
W/D/H
150,5/45/111 cm

glass-door cabinet
NAD 100
W/D/H
96/45/111 cm

corner glass-door cabinet
NAD NAR 60L/P
W/D/H
60/60/111 cm

chest of drawers
KOM 150
W/D/H
148/44/85 cm

chest of drawers
KOM 100
W/D/H
93,5/44/85 cm

corner chest of
drawers
KOM NAR 60L/P
W/D/H
59/59/85 cm

desk
BIU 160
W/L/H
75/160/77 cm

glass-door cabinet
WIT/70L
W/D/H
66/45/197 cm

TV stand
RTV 100
W/D/H
93,5/61,5/74 cm

TV stand
RTV2D
W/D/H
160/48/48 cm

glass-door cabinet glass-door cabinet
WIT/70P
WIT 100/2S
W/D/H
W/D/H
66/45/197 cm
96/45/197 cm

chest of drawers
KOM 130
W/D/H
128/44/113 cm

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

NATALIA III
In this collection you will find everything you need to
create a classically beautiful living room and dining
room. Chests of drawers, glass-door cabinets and a very
impressive table with chairs with beautifully decorated
legs. With interiors like these, every dinner will be
sophisticated.

bed
LOZ 140
W/L/H
154/213/45-76 cm

night stand
KOM 55/1S
W/D/H
53,5/36/54 cm

mirror
LUS 130
W/D/H
127,5/7,5/82,5 cm

wardrobe
SZAF 100
W/D/H
96/63/197 cm

primavera cherry

bed
LOZ 160
W/L/H
174/213/45-76 cm

table NATALIA STO/140; chair NATALIA

chest of drawers
KOM 150/3S
W/D/H
148/44/85 cm
glass-door cabinet WIT 100/2S; chest of drawers KOM150/3S

chest of drawers
KOM 100/4S
W/D/H
93,5/44/108,5 cm

cabinet
REG60
W/D/H
56/45/197 cm

chest of drawers
KOM 60/4S
W/D/H
58,5/44/108,5 cm

wardrobe
SZAFA 190
W/D/H
185,5/63/197 cm
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BEDROOM

WALTON
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NEW

Solid and chic — this is the best description of the Walton
collection. The modern style is accentuated by handle-free
fronts and a number of functional solutions. The collection
is based around the beautiful, natural colour of the wood.
Fronts are available in two versions providing even more
possibilities for arranging your interior and infuse it with
unique atmosphere.

grandson gold

grandson gold/
black oak

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H
160/42/59 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
145,5/42/84 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
185,5/42/84 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
104,5/42/84 cm

cabinet
REG2D1S
W/D/H
104,5/42/133,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D3S
W/D/H
104,5/42/150 cm

chest of drawers KOM4S; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W/163; TV stand RTV2S/143; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W/143; wardrobe SZF3D

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

KOEN 2

PVC

Wood and sandy tones. Inspiration taken
from nature, in a very elegant style. Simple
handles and grooves on the fronts highlight
the modern style of this collection.
The subdued colours complement the
accessories in vibrant colours in such as the
rare but beautiful coral shade.

hanging cabinet
SFW/143
W/D/H
143,5/26,5/42 cm

TV stand
RTV2S/143
W/D/H
143,5/47,5/48,5 cm

coffee table
RUMBI 2 106/64
W/L/H
64/106/46 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/205,5/42,5-75,5 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
58,5/40/46,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S
W/D/H
63,5/40/117,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
hanging glass-door cabinet
SFW1W/163
W/D/H
163/26,5/41,5 cm

canyon monument oak/
grey sand gloss

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
103,5/40/96,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
163,5/40/96,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/143
W/D/H
98,5/40/138 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
63,5/40/200 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
103,5/56,5/200 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D
W/D/H
163,5/56,5/208 cm

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; TV stand RTV2D1S; glass-door cabinet REG2W2S; cabinet REG1S

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2S
W/D/H
104,5/42/150 cm

cabinet
REG1S
W/D/H
68/42/198,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
68/42/198,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
104,5/57/198,5 cm

cabinet
REG3D1S
W/D/H
104,5/42/198,5cm
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BEDROOM

cabinet REG2D3S; TV stand RTV3S; glass-door cabinet REG1D2W3S; chest of drawers KOM3D1S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

RAMLA
The Ramla collection is the
quintessence of the industrial
style, which perfectly combines
minimalism with functionality.
Warm wood decor with a visible
natural wood grain pattern, subtle
metal handles and graphite metal
frame, on which the furniture is
set, are the unquestionable assets
of this collection.

cabinet REG2D3S; TV stand RTV3S; glass-door cabinet REG1D2W3S; chest of drawers KOM3D1S; coffee table LAW1S

NEW

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
152/46/53 cm

bed with container and
frame on gas lifts;
upholstered headboard
cover in option

bed
LOZ/160/B
W/L/H
206/165,5/42,5-90 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/40/42 cm

coffee table
LAW1S
W/L/H
60/100/50 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

belarus ash

chest of drawers
KOM3D1S
W/D/H
170/40/96 cm

cabinet
REG2D3S
W/D/H
90/40/125 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W3S
W/D/H
90/40/146 cm

cabinet
REG1S
W/D/H
60/40/200 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D2W3S
W/D/H
90/40/200 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
90/56/200 cm

chest of drawers KOM3D1S

cabinet REG2D3S
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bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/80,5 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/41/38,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

cabinet
KOM4D
W/D/H
104/41/106 cm

coffee table
LAW/120
W/L/H
60/120/45,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1K
W/D/H
135/31/37 cm

shelf
POL/135
W/D/H
135/18,5/20 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
135/41/45 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
135/41/86 cm

desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
60/120/76 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
95/41/86 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/90
W/D/H
90/41/132,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D
W/D/H
56/41/195 cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/98/17 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W3D
W/D/H
90/41/195 cm

bed
LOZ/140
W/L/H
145/204,5/85,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/56/195
W/D/H
56/41/195 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/204,5/85,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
90,5/56,5/195 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN1D
W/D/H
78/78/195 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D; chest of drawers KOM2D3S; TV stand RTV2S; hanging cabinet SFW1K; glass-door cabinet REG1W3D

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

1

ZELE
This will delight you with its elegant minimalism
and subdued colour palette, proving that simple
forms don’t need a rich setting. Discover the Zele
collection. Look at the delicate handles on the
upper edges of the fronts - increasing comfort of
use, without disturbing the aesthetic appeal of
simple forms.

2

3

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

CHILDREN’S ROOM
BEDROOM
OFFICE

4

wotan oak/white gloss

wotan oak/wotan oak

1. Bedford decorative quilted pillow, dim. 40x40 cm, pink; 2. Metal round
mirror, dia. 50 cm, colour: black; 3. Storage container/glass candy jar, dim.
14x17 cm; 4. Metal basket with lid, dim. 31x22x16 cm
cabinet KOM4D

chest of drawers KOM3S
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SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

HALLWAY
BEDROOM
OFFICE

shelf
POL/140
W/D/H
143,5/25/4 cm

shelf
POL/100
W/D/H
105/25/4 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/140
W/D/H
143,5/30,5/40 cm

hanging glass-door
cabinet
SFW1W/140
W/D/H
143,5/30,5/40 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
143,5/40,5/92 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
105/40,5/92 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
143,5/55,5/33,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S_II
W/D/H
143,5/40,5/48,5 cm

cabinet
KOM4D
W/D/H
105/40,5/112,5 cm

chair
VKRM
W/D/H
47/53/98 cm

table
STO 110/100
W/L/H
100/110-165/77 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
56/40,5/200,5 cm

glass-door cabinet REG2W2S, cabinet KOM4D, TV stand RTV2S, hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W/140, glass-door cabinet REG1W2S; table STO/110/100, chair VKRM 2

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

KASPIAN
Smart appearance, slim silhouette and openness to your
colour preferences are the main advantages of Kaspian
collection. It can be the light or dark part of your interior
- it is available in white, oak and wenge. It will guard your
treasures and ensure your comfort. You will not want to
replace it with anything else for a long time.

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2S
W/D/H
90/40,5/200,5 cm
chest of drawers KOM5S, wardrobe SZF2D2S, bed LOZ/160, night stand KOM1S, chest of drawers KOM2D4S, hanging cabinet SFW/140

white

sonoma oak
mirror
LUS/50
W/D/H
49/2/116 cm

sonoma oak / white
high gloss mirror

wenge / white high
gloss mirror

white / wenge

white / sonoma oak

wenge

white / white high
gloss mirror

chest of drawers
KOM1D1SP
W/D/H
49/40,5/77 cm

hanger
WIE/60
W/D/H
66/24/152 cm

shoe cabinet
SBUT/60
W/D/H
66/40,5/44,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D2S
W/D/H
56/40,5/200,5 cm

wardrobe shelves
in option
WKSZF_86
W/D/H
86/148/52 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
90/55,5/200,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF5D2S
W/D/H
153,5/55,5/211 cm

bookshelf
REG/90
W/D/H
90/40,5/200,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S
W/D/H
90/40,5/200,5 cm

LIVING
LIVING
ROOM/DINING
ROOM / DINING
ROOM
ROOM
- UNIVERSAL
- MODERN STYLE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS
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BALDER
White furniture in a wood finish..? Why not? It will surely
withstand changing tastes and trends and, in addition, it can
easily be transformed with colourful textiles and accessories.
riviera oak/white gloss

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

HALLWAY
YOUTH ROOM
OFFICE

desk BIU2D2S/160, cabinet REG/90

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

chair
TRIO 2
W/D/H
46/49/107 cm

bed
LOZ/140
W/L/H
146/207/35-60,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
166/207/35-60,5 cm

TV stand RTV2S; glass-door cabinet REG1W; hanging cabinet SFW/120; chest of drawers KOM2D4S; cabinet REG1S

table
STO 110/75
W/L/H
75/110-155/77 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
51/40,5/33,5 cm

desk
BIU1D1S/120
W/L/H
65/120/77 cm

bed
LOZ/120_T
W/L/H
128/208/50-100 cm

desk
BIU2D2S/160
W/L/H
65/160/77 cm

bed drawer
SZU_120
W/D/H
156/58/29 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S
W/D/H
56/40,5/112,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160_T
W/L/H
168/208/50-100 cm

chest of drawers
KOM6S
W/D/H
104,5/40,5/112,5 cm

bed drawer
SZU_160
W/D/H
156/78/29 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
135/42/48 cm

desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
56/120/77 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/120
W/D/H
120/31,5/31,5 cm

cabinet
KOM4D
W/D/H
104/39/99 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
90/39/88 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
155/39/88 cm

hanger
WIE/45
W/D/H
45/21,5/148 cm

mirror
LUS/45
W/D/H
45/21,5/148 cm

shoe cabinet
SFK1D
W/D/H
90/36,5/44 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W
W/D/H
62/39/192 cm

cabinet
REG1D1S
W/D/H
62/39/192 cm

cabinet
REG1S
W/D/H
62/39/192 cm

wardrobe
SZF1D
W/D/H
62/51,5/192 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
90/51,5/192 cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/98/17 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/80,5 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE

1

2

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

LIVING ROOM
KITCHEN

FL SMART

3

TOP LINE - white high
gloss mirror

EDAN - white canadian

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
150,5/42/51,5 cm

HAVE

More information
about

7
1. Set of 3 storage container with acacia lid (coffee,
tea, sugar), colour: turquoise;
2. White mountains table mat, mdf, dia. a. 38 cm;
3. Odette cutlery set, 24 pcs;
4. Fario table, colour: sonoma oak, dim. 80/120-160/78 cm;
5. Fario chair, colour: sonoma oak/fab. Mindelo 12 Grey,
dim. 46/54/85 cm;
6. Nordik Ocean dinner plate, dia. 26 cm, soup plate,
dia. 20 cm, dessert plate, dia. 20 cm;
7. Salad set ceramic / bamboo, 4 pcs, black;
8. Natur pot 28 cm with lid, Ilag ceramic coating Xera Dur;
9. Bread box with acacia wood lid, colour: turquoise
10. Natur kitchen spoon, acacia

6

8

BRW kitchens

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
160,5/42/88,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D
W/D/H
160,5/42/88,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W
W/D/H
98,5/42/156,5 cm

!

can be found
in our catalogues

D E KO R A L CO LO U R PA L E T T E
HOME & STYLE

10

BLACK PEARL

ORGANIC
WHITE

AVOCADO

EDAN - beige

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

4
5

63

NEW

A classic design with a modern twist. FL
Smart will work especially well in places
where the kitchen transitions smoothly into
the living room, making the aesthetics of
the interior consistent and coherent. Using
the most popular fronts from our range, we
have created a collection that is not only
functional but also stylish and timeless.

H

ow to arrange a functional and cosy
kitchen connected with the living room? How to
achieve the perfect result? Go with a uniform
colour scheme for your furniture. The best
choice here will be the extremely fashionable
white kitchen furniture. In addition to the
white finish, beige and light wood elements
will also work well. To avoid monotony,
introduce strong colour accents.

62

KOALA BEAR

9

modular kitchen Family Line Edan white canadian; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; table Vario Fusion 140; AROZ 2 40/50 coffee tables set

cabinet
REG2S
W/D/H
60/42/205 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
60/42/205 cm

LIVING ROOM / DINING ROOM - MODERN STYLE

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; TV stand RTV2S; modular kitchen Family Line -Top Line white gloss, coffee table Triango L; coffee table Triango S;
table Ikka; chair Ikka

64

65

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; TV stand RTV2S; glass-door cabinet REG2D1W; table Fario; chair Aka; AROZ 2 40/50 coffee tables set; modular kitchen Family Line -Top Line white gloss

1
2

3

5

The concept of an
open kitchen, smoothly
transitioning into the
living room is not only
an ideal way to enlarge
the interior, but also a
source of inspiration
to spend even more
time together with the
family.

4

6
1. Kalle glass jar, 880 ml; 2. Monstera leaf, decorative placemat, dim. 45x37 cm, PVC, black;
3. Hygge ceramic cake stand, dim. 20x28 cm; 4. Mori Green dinnerware set, 18 pcs., ceramic;
5. Hygge set of sugar bowl and milk jug; 6. Natur whisk, acacia

glass-door cabinet REG2D1W, lighting in option

cabinet REG2S; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; TV stand RTV2S; glass-door cabinet REG2D1W; AROZ 2 40/50 coffee tables set

BEDROOM -

MODERN STYLE
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BEDROOM

I

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

1

t is a place where you seek rest, privacy,
but also intimacy. Turn your bedroom into
a kingdom of sleep where you can take
a breather from your daily responsibilities.
We will help you create a beautiful and
harmonious interior that is conducive to
both relaxation and a good night’s sleep.
Take inspiration from our furniture and
decorations, and come up with your idea for
a cosy and stylish bedroom!

ARICA

NEW

A bedroom with a modern touch. A unique combination
of a sophisticated style and practical technological
solutions. Integrated LED lighting in the night stands,
USB charger and the soft closing system are just some
of the conveniences. Discover the Arica collection.

USB

industrial dunkel grau
(concrete)/silva (flooring
strip)

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
wardrobe shelf
POL/118
W/D/H
117,6/2,2/48 cm

bed with container
and frame on gas
lifts

4

night stand
KOM1S/L
W/D/H
50/40/65,5 cm

3

5

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
164,5/206/95 cm

night stand
KOM1S/P
W/D/H
50/40/65,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D4S
W/D/H
140/39,5/88 cm

HAVE

7

6

1. A woman in Paris poster, dim. 50x70 cm;
2. Metal oval mirror, dim. 40x90 cm, colour: black;
3. Tumben console, dim. 106,5x35,5x78 cm;
4. Sekwana table lamp, width 30 cm, height 42 cm, E27, 60W;
5. Ball vase, dia. 21 cm, height 20 cm;
6. Nina 2 chair, dim. 45x49,5x84 cm, colour: black, fab. Soro 97 Grey;
7. Standing clock, dim. 22x24x13 cm;
8. Peacock decorative pillow, dim. 43x43 cm;
9. Seszele decorative pillow, dim. 45x45 cm;
10. Flowers decorative pillow, dim. 43x43 cm

9

10

D E KO R A L CO LO U R PA L E T T E
HOME & STYLE

SALVIA LEAF

EUCALYPTUS

AGAVE

AVOCADO

8
night stand KOM1S/L; bed LOZ/160; night stand KOM1S/P; wardrobe SZF/240

wardrobe option
WKSZF/118
W/D/H
117,5/47,5/147,5 cm

masking strip passepartout
PST/240/V2
W/D/H
250/17,5/230 cm

wardrobe
SZF/240
W/D/H
240,5/63/225 cm
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PVC

MODERN STYLE

FLAMES
Fronts finished in high gloss with deep
grooving and chrome - plated long
handles. Discover our Flames collection,
that will turn any space into a modern
stylish interior.

all

p.

items of 20 -21
the collection
FLAMES

white gloss/white high gloss
bed LOZ/160/A; wardrobe SZF/270; masking strip PST270/218; chest of drawers KOM1D5S; pouf LAFU H dim. 60/60/40 cm

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

KASSEL
Do you dream of a stylish and atmospheric bedroom? Explore
the Kassel collection designed with great attention to
detail. Owners of large dressing rooms will love the spacious
wardrobe, while those who just love a rest will surely be
delighted with the fashionable and comfortable upholstered
bed with backlit shelves. Look how atmospheric and beautiful
a bedroom designed with Kassel furniture looks.

monastery oak/black oak

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
masking strip
(passe-partout) in option
PST270/218
W/D/H
280,1/17,5/223 cm

bed with container and
frame on gas lifts

LED lighting in option with
PST270/218
wardrobe shelves in option
POL/98 (2 pcs.)
wardrobe shelves in option
POL/83 (2 pcs.)
bed
LOZ/160/A
W/L/H
264,8/205,8/98,6 cm

bed
LOZ/180/A
W/L/H
264,8/205,8/98,6 cm

bed
LOZ/160/B
W/L/H
264,8/205,8/98,6 cm

bed
LOZ/180/B
W/L/H
264,8/205,8/98,6 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D5S
W/D/H
149,9/41/89,4 cm

wardrobe
SZF/270
W/D/H
269,9/60,6/218 cm

night stand KOM1S; bed LOZ/160/A; wardrobe SZF2D; chest of drawers KOM3S

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W
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PVC

BYRON
Welcome to the land of bliss. Surrounded by beige, white and
pastel tones, the whole family can feel good. There is some
space for having fun together on Sunday mornings - because
you can be sure that a tiny intruder will make an entrance at
some point here. It creates an atmosphere to relax during an
afternoon nap and offers the peace you need to calm down
at night.

shelf
P/1/10
W/D/H
100/25/10 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/9/10
W/D/H
100/42/87 cm

shelf
P/1/15
W/D/H
150/25/10 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D2SW/11/15
W/D/H
150/42/106 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1K/4/12
W/D/H
120/27/40 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W/14/10
W/D/H
99,5/42/142 cm

TV stand
RTV1K/5/12
W/D/H
120/47/47 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/20/6
W/D/H
60/42/195 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/20/10
W/D/H
100/56/195 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1L/21/17
W/D/H
173/56/212 cm

chest of drawers KOM 6S; mirror LUS; bed LOZ/180; night stand KOM1S; shelf POL/156; wardrobe SZF3D2S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

HOLTEN
Neutral, full of light space in the
white and wood colours. You can
live like this too. Here’s a collection
that will allow you to arrange the
perfect interior to relax in.

all

p.

items of 16-17
the collection
HOLTEN

white/white high gloss mirror, tabletop: wotan oak

bed LOZ/180; night stand KOM1S

70

MODERN STYLE

chest of drawers KOM4S/9/10; wardrobe SZF2D2L/21/22; shelf AZTECA P/2/15; bed LOZ/160; night stand KOM2S/4/5

light san remo oak/
white high gloss

TV stand
RTV2D2S/5/15
W/D/H
150/47/47 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2L/21/12
W/D/H
225/56/212 cm

night stand
KOM2S/4/5
W/D/H
50/42/42 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
166/214/37-83 cm
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SCANDINAVIAN STYLE

KALIO
White with black creates a classic combination
that is just perfect for bedroom designs. The
elegant, white furniture is complemented by
matte black wallpaper with an original floral
pattern. This combination never gets boring!

all

p.

items of 30
the collection
KALIO

white gloss/acacia
plywood/white gloss

chest of drawers KOM3S; bed LOZ/160 A; night stand KOM2S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS
PVC

ALAMEDA
A perfect place for blissful relaxation.
A comfortable and spacious bed with a large
container for bedding is the perfect solution
for those who want to keep their bedroom
tidy. The Alameda collection impresses with its
style, functionality and original details.

all

p.

items of 12-13
the collection
ALAMEDA

white gloss/westminster oak/
white high gloss

chest of drawers KOM1D3S; wardrobe SZF3D2S

armchair PORTORYKO ES dim. 75/96/100 cm; night stand KOM1S; bed LOZ/160

night stand KOM1S; bed LOZ160
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ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

STOCKHOLM
Get to know furniture inspired by Swedish houses and
apartments, where warm highlights and every ray of sunshine
is of the utmost importance. The whitewashed fronts allow
you to hold on to the light for longer. In combination with
the wood-coloured tabletops, characteristic slats and delicate
handles, they look very stylish.

BALIN
Would you like your bedroom to be timeless, yet
atmospheric and bursting with character? The Balin
collection is a result of a fresh look at the classic
concepts. A massive body was juxtaposed with
a smooth front and a modern, simple handle. This
combination found in the Balin collection will
transform any interior.

andersen white pine/
andersen white pine
tabletop: dark sonoma oak

all

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/205/42-97 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S/9/10
W/D/H
103/43/88 cm

p.

items of 42
the collection

Furniture crowned with tabletops in
wood colour, decorative mouldings
and delicate handles is both elegant
and practical, and the soft close system
installed in cabinet doors and drawers
provides additional comfort.
night stand
KOM2S/5/5
W/D/H
48/43/47 cm

SOLID STYLE

BALIN

wardrobe
SZF5D/23/24
W/D/H
243/59/226 cm

monastery oak/
black oak

wardrobe SZF5D/23/24; bed LOZ/160; night stand KOM2S/5/5; chest of drawers KOM2D1S/9/10

monastery oak

sibiu gold larch

bed LOZ/160B, night stand KOM1S

wardrobe FLEX 200 monastery oak/black gloss (lacobel); night stand KOM1S; bed LOZ/160B; shelf POL/140; chest of drawers KOM1D3S
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SOLID STYLE

76

OSTIA
If you want to wake up feeling well-rested
and full of energy after a good night’s sleep,
make sure you choose the right bed for you.
The comfortable and functional Ostia bed
is equipped with an upholstered headrest,
a frame on gas lifts, a practical container
for bedding and an additional storage
compartment, which can also serve as a seat.

all

p.

items of 36-37
the collection
OSTIA

artisan oak/black glow/black oak

Ostia LOZ/160/B bed with a container for bedding and frame on gas lifts

chest of drawers KOM3S/9/12; bed LOZ/160; wardrobe SZF3D/21/15; chest of drawers KOM5S/10/7; night stand KOM1S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

GENT

LIVING ROOM
DINING ROOM

The Gent collection is a modern take on the rustic style.
The design of the furniture is based around the wood grain
pattern and its distinctive texture. Drawers pull out easily
and fronts open smoothly thanks to branded accessories
with a soft closing system. With the Gent collection you can
arrange your bedroom in a stylish and cosy manner.

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

all

p.

items of 38-39
the collection
GENT

stirling oak

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D2S/16/12

night stand KOM2S; bed LOZ/160/B; chest of drawers KOM1D4S; wardrobe SZF2D2S
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LIVING ROOM

SOLID STYLE

PATRAS
Timeless classic furniture design, just like a
black dress, it will probably never go out of
fashion. We agree with this, and this is why
we created the Patras collection. Beautiful,
solid furniture in the deep april oak colour.

all

p.

items of 43
the collection
PATRAS

april oak

wardrobe SZF3D; chest of drawers KOM4S; bed LOZ/160; night stand KOM2S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

ANTICCA
This beautiful furniture in veneer, with its noble
wood grain, blends in well with virtually any colour
for the walls. In the bedroom you can even combine
it with graphite and black! Look how atmospheric
the interiors look. The only thing missing, to make
you feel as if you are spending a night in the great
outdoors, is a starry sky above your head..!

all

p.

items of 31
the collection
ANTICCA

monument oak

wardrobe SZF3D; chest of drawers KOM4S; bed LOZ/160

night stand KOM1S; bed LOZ/160; wardrobe SZF3D; chest of drawers KOM5

chest of drawers KOM5S; wardrobe SZF2D
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PVC

SOLID STYLE

80

RUSO
A tastefully arranged interior. Colours inspired by
nature, minimalist design, designer touches. When
arranging a bedroom, a capacious wardrobe,
a spacious bed with a container for bedding and
practical night stands are a must. Discover the Ruso
bedroom.

all

p.

items of 44
the collection
RUSO
april oak/
pearl shine/
lava super matt

chest of drawers EKOM 2D2S; chest of drawers EKOM 5S/10; mirror ELUS 155; night stand EKOM 1S; bed ELOZ /160; wardrobe ESZF4D2S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

KENT
Elegant muntins on fronts and headboard, decorative
handles and deep chestnut colour. This is a recipe for
a bedroom combining classic elegance and timeless style.

all

p.

items of 48-49
the collection
KENT

chestnut

chest of drawers EKOM3D1S; mirror ELUS 155

chest of drawers KOM3D3S; wardrobe SZF2D1S; shelf POL/149; bed LOZ/160/B; night stand KOM1S

Ruso 160B bed with a container for bedding and frame on gas lifts

81
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82

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

GAMLA
The industrial style perfectly combines austerity
and comfort, so that even factory corridors could
become comfortable living spaces. Would you
like to introduce this style into your bedroom?
Take advantage of the possibilities offered by
Gamla collection.
grandson oak
frame: graphite matt

This collection has been
awarded the prestigious
DIAMOND OF THE
FURNITURE INDUSTRY 2019

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
46/39/50 cm

bed
LOZ/160/B
W/L/H
165/215/41,5-98 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
112,5/39/95 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
150,5/39/95 cm

couch table
DST
W/D/H
31/38,5/66 cm

cabinet REG2D3S; night stand KOM1S; LOZ/160/B bed with a container for bedding and frame on gas lifts; wardrobe SZF2D2S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

RAMLA

NEW

A bedroom that captures the rawness of the
loft atmosphere. A comfortable bed on a metal
frame with a container for bedding and a shelf for
trinkets and a practical night stand are the essential
elements of a comfortable and functional bedroom.

all

p.

items of 54-55
the collection
RAMLA

belarus ash

LOZ/160/B bed with a container for bedding and frame on gas lifts

wardrobe NADIR SZF/180; console TOL1S; bed LOZ/160/B; couch table DST; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; armchair CASEY ES dim. 94/86/107 cm

console
TOL1S
W/D/H
130,5/45,5/76,5 cm
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all

85

p.

items of 58- 60
the collection

KASPIAN

KASPIAN

The Kaspian furniture are an ideal solution for all those
who are looking for functional and practical solutions
for their interiors. Thanks to its minimalist form and
varied colours, the Kaspian modular system offers
great arrangement possibilities.

white

sonoma oak / white
high gloss mirror

wenge / white high
gloss mirror

white / wenge

white / sonoma oak

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; wardrobe SZF2D1S; bookshelf REG/56/195; wardrobe SZF2D1S; shelf POL/135; TETRIX LOZ/160/B (bed with a container for bedding and frame on gas lifts);
upholstered headboard for Tetrix 160 NAK_TAP_160 bed, fab. Inari 91 Grey; night stand KOM1S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

ZELE
The bedroom is where you want to soothe your
senses and relax. A large double bed with an
upholstered headboard, practical night stands
and a capacious wardrobe from the Zele collection
will work perfectly here.

all

p.

items of 56-57
the collection
ZELE

wotan oak/white gloss

wotan oak/wotan oak

chest of drawers KOM2D3S

chest of drawers KOM2D4S; bed LOZ/120 T; bed drawer SZU 120; night stand KOM1S; upholstered headboard NAK_TAP_120

wenge

sonoma oak

white / white high gloss
mirror

BEDROOM -
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UNIVERSAL STYLE
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PORI
There are many reasons why you will fall in love with this bedroom.
The casual colour of white furniture and highlights in warm oak is
subtle minimalism, pure and simple. Instead of bright, eye-catching
colours, there is visual harmony here, broken only by the darker wall.
After all, it’s a place of peace and quiet.
white gloss/polish oak/
white gloss

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
level raiser
NAD
W/D/H
85/12,5/16-50 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S1E
W/D/H
85/40/90 cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/D/H
98/69/23,5 cm

console
TOL
W/D/H
85/40/77,5 cm

night stand
KNT1S
W/D/H
41,5/40/46 cm

bed
LOZ/140
W/L/H
149/208/46-81 cm

console TOL1K1S; bed LOZ/3S; wardrobe SZF3D2S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

NEPO PLUS
Simplicity and economy of form, combined with
a new, expressive colouring with visible wood
grain pattern. The comfort of rest is ensured by
a comfortable and spacious bed, equipped with
three capacious bed drawers for bedding and other
trinkets.

all

monastery
oak

white

sonoma oak

white/
monastery oak

white/
sonoma oak

sonoma oak/
white

monastery oak/
sonoma oak

sonoma oak/
monastery oak

p.

items of 100-101
the collection
NEPO
PLUS
night stand KOM1S

console TOL; wardrobe SZF2D; night stand KNT1S; bed LOZ/160; chest of drawers KOM4S1E; pouf LAFU H dim. 60/60/40 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
169/208/46-81 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
100/60/200,5 cm

BEDROOM -
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BEDS UNLIKE ANY OTHER

1

maximum comfort and even greater possibilities
Choose the bed size

2

Choose the bed colour

white gloss

Holten chest of drawers KOM1D3S; Zele shelf POL/135; Tetrix bed LOZ/120/B; Holten night stand KOM1S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

TETRIX
BEDS AND CABINETS

3

bed
LOZ/160/B
W/L/H
169/204,5/40,5-95 cm

bed
LOZ/140/B
W/L/H
149/204,5/40,5-95 cm

bed
LOZ/120/B
W/L/H
129/204,5/40,5-95 cm

bed
LOZ/90/B
W/L/H
99/204,5/40,5-95 cm

sonoma oak

wotan oak

Choose the upholstered headboard colour

You can purchase an upholstered headboard for
90 cm, 120 cm, 140 cm and 160 cm beds.

INARI 91 GREY

USB

Furnish your bedroom and youth room with
the comfortable Tetrix beds and bookshelfs.
Modern beds with a spacious container
and frame on gas lifts can be fitted with an
upholstered headboard and a functional
multimedia shelf with lighting and a USB
port. Thanks to the universal form and
varied colours, the Tetrix furniture can be
easily combined with elements from other
Black Red White collections.

white gloss

sonoma oak

wotan oak
SOLO 263 BLUE

Bed 140:
JF28-RE-NAK_TAP-140-INARI GREY

4

Bed 140:
JF28-RE-NAK_TAP-140-SOLAR_99

Bed 140:
JF28-RE-NAK_TAP-140-SOLO BLUE

SOLAR 99 BLACK

Choose a multimedia shelf

You can purchase a multimedia shelf for 140 cm and 160 cm beds.

bookshelf
REG/197/90
W/D/H
87,5/33,5/197,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/140/90
W/D/H
87,5/33,5/140 cm

bookshelf
REG/74/90
W/D/H
87,5/33,5/71,5 cm

Xxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXX

multimedia shelf for
140 cm bed
POL/LOZ/140
W/L/H
12/137,5/92 cm

multimedia shelf for
160 cm bed
POL/LOZ/160
W/L/H
12/157,5/92 cm

white gloss

sonoma oak

wotan oak
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YOUTH ROOM
1

A

RODES

91

NEW

The Rodes furniture are perfect for the
room of a teenage go-getter. What is
most striking about this collection is the
contrasting colour combination of light and
black wood tones. Not only that but the
collection also features an original design
and a number of functional solutions that
make everyday use of the furniture easier.

teenager’s room goes by its own
rules. Above all, it should express the
style, reflect the passions and meet the
needs of the person living in it. When
decorating this space, pay attention not
only to functional furniture, but also to the
design of the entire interior — appropriate
decorations, lighting, wall colours.

90

MODERN STYLE

bielarus ash/ bielarus ash
drawer fronts: black oak

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
coffee table
LAW/110
W/L/H
58,5/111,5/41 cm

shelf
POL/90
W/D/H
90/19,5/19,5 cm

2
3

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
90/40/85 cm

glass-door cabinet
KOM1W1K2S
W/D/H
137,5/40/113 cm

container
KTN2S
W/D/H
45/40/43,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
98/204,5/48-78 cm

TV stand
RTV1D2S
W/L/H
137,5/40/55 cm

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
59/120/75,5cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/200/26,5 cm

4
5

HAVE
6
glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/90
W/D/H
90/40/139,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/60
W/D/H
60/40/199,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
90/54/199,5 cm

cabinet
REG1K2S
W/D/H
90/40/199,5 cm

7

D E KO R A L CO LO U R PA L E T T E
HOME & STYLE

8
1. Photo grid, dim. 40x47cm; 2. Torona 1 desk lamp, width 44,5 cm, height
60,5 cm; 3. Wesker BIU1S desk, dim. 59/120/75,5 cm, 4. Duo swivel chair;
5. Velvet decorative pillow, dim. 45x45 cm, colour: yellow; 6. Soul Verde
decorative pillow, dim. 45x45 cm, colour: turquoise; 7. Alarm clock, dim.
11,7x5,7x17 cm; 8. Marocco blanket, dim. 150x200 cm

TERRACOTA

SUNNY LINEN

DOLPHIN

WINTER CLOUDS

desk BIU1D1S; container KTN2S; shelf POL/90; bed LOZ/90; bed drawer SZU; cabinet REG1K2S; swivel chair UNI

YOUTH ROOM -
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ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

WESKER
Kids room? Go with colours! Discover the Wesker collection modern furniture full of interesting solutions and
eye - catching surprising colour range. Here, you will find
everything to furnish a room ideal for fulfilling your
children’s passions, but also help them learn and rest.

UNIVERSAL STYLE

Combination of warm wood decor with black decorative
accents and handles. It is these details that make the Lara
collection so expressive and appealing to people looking
for the perfect loft-style furniture.
polish oak/uni granat/ white
high gloss mirror/yellow

belarus ash

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
130/40/88 cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/199,5/27,5 cm

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
58/117/73,5 cm

chair
VARIO 2
W/D/H
48/51/86 cm

bed
LOZ90
W/L/H
98/204,5/
90,5-45,5 cm

shelf
POL_120
W/D/H
117/23,5/28 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/40/40,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
90/40/88 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
60/40/108,5 cm

cabinet
REG2S
W/D/H
60/40/197,5 cm

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

OFFICE

shelf POL; bed LOZ/90; bed drawer SZU; container KTN1S; cabinet REG2S; wardrobe SZF2D2S; desk BIU1S; chest of drawers KOM1D2S

chest of drawers
KOM1D2S
W/D/H
90/40,5/97 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
150/40,5/97 cm

shelf
POL
W/D/H
89,5/22/60 cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/174/27,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
94/204/90-45 cm

desk
BIU1S
W/L/H
59/120/75,5 cm

container
KTN1S
W/D/H
45/40,5/39 cm

93

LARA

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

92

cabinet
REG2S
W/D/H
60/40,5/199,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S
W/D/H
90/40,5/199,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
90/56,5/199,5 cm

night stand KOM1S; bed drawer SZU; bed LOZ 90; shelf POL/120; chest of drawers KOM2D3S; wardrobe SZF2D2S; chair VARIO 2 dim. 48/51/86 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
90/56/197,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN1D
W/D/H
75/75/197,5 cm

YOUTH ROOM -

MODERN STYLE
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SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

bed drawer SZU
W/L/H
79,5/156-200/25 cm
varnished desk
tabletop

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204/42,5-80,5 cm

container
KTN1K
W/D/H
50/40/35 cm

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
57/120/75,5 cm

level raiser
NAD
W/D/H
100/20/64 cm

shelf POL/50
W/D/H
56/22/56 cm

TV stand
RTV1D1S
W/D/H
135/39/46 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
90/39/91 cm

desk
BIU1S
W/L/H
100/70/74,5 cm

desk
BIU_160
W/L/H
70,5/160/75,5 cm

bunk bed
LOZ1S/90/P
W/L/H
96,5/184,5/159,5 cm
chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
79,5/39/126 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S
W/D/H
79,5/39/164 cm

cabinet
REG3S
W/D/H
50/39/200,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
90/55/200,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN2D1S
W/D/H
93/93/200,5 cm

The bed is certified ensuring
a high level of user safety.

bed LOZ/90; bed drawer SZU; cabinet REG3S; corner wardrobe SZFN2D; desk BIU1D1S; shelf POL/50; container KTN1K
n
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Looking for a collection which follows modern
trends, stimulates creativity and looks great?
Here’s Nandu! One advantage of this collection is
the ability to choose the colours or design of the
fronts. The bed with a drawer is not only a place
to sleep. In the spacious drawer you can store bed
linen, as well as children’s treasures, board games
and even books. Here, you’ll find everything you
need to create that perfect room.

TE

NANDU

OF

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

Beautiful, functional, safe - furniture
for children with a positive opinion of
the Institute of Mother and Child.
desk BIU1D1S

1

2

container KTN1K

3
4

The neutral colouring of the furniture leaves
plenty of room to play around with design.
We are talking about accessories, which will
give the interior its final character and style.

5

polish oak /
light grey /
white gloss

light grey / polish oak /
white gloss/ sticker

1. Basic White wall clock, black frame, plastic, dia. 30 cm; 2. Colorbox storage
container, 19l; 3. Colorbox storage container, 12,5l; 4. Malaita pillow, colour:
terracotta, dim. 45X45 cm; 5. Malaita pillow, colour: navy blue, dim. 45X45 cm
chest of drawers KOM3S; shelf POL/50; bed LOZ/90; bed drawer SZU; container KTN1K
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NAMEK
The Namek collection was designed to appeal to the tastes
of children and teenagers while coping with the shifting
tastes, trends and interests of young people.

iconic beech/ white gloss/
iconic beech/szary Uni Grau

bookshelf
REG/20/8/L
W/D/H
75/38,5/191 cm

bookshelf
REG/20/8/P
W/D/H
75/38,5/191 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
95/52,5/198,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN1D
W/D/H
79,5/79,5/198,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF1D
W/D/H
60/52,5/198,5 cm

cabinet
REG3D
W/D/H
95/38,5/198,5 cm

cabinet REG2D
2

1

bookshelf REG/20/8/L; cabinet REG3D; corner wardrobe SZFN1D; wardrobe SZF1D; shelf POL/2/10; shelf POL/2/6; desk BIU1D1S; cabinet REG2D; bed LOZ/90; bed drawer SZU;
night stand KOM2S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
The bed is certified ensuring
a high level of user safety.

shelf
POL/2/6
W/D/H
60,5/21/19,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1D
W/D/H
60/29,5/45,5 cm

3

shelf
POL/2/10
W/D/H
95,5/21/19,5 cm

4

bunk bed
LOZ1S/90/P
W/L/H
96,5/184,5/159,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/80,5 cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/98/17 cm

night stand
KOM2S
W/D/H
50/38,5/50 cm

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
54/120/77 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D2S
W/D/H
60/38,5/112 cm

cabinet
REG2D
W/D/H
95/38,5/112 cm

shelf POL/2/10; cabinet REG2D; bunk bed LOZ1S/90/P

1. Microfiber blanket, dim. 130x160 cm, colour: green;
2. Modern wall clock, black frame, plastic, dia. 30 cm;
3. Fat Knot pillow, colour: grey; 4. The birds box 2 pcs., dim.
30x18x19 cm

YOUTH ROOM -
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FURNITURE FOR

LUCA JUZI
This stylish furniture is a combination of simple forms and shades
of white and natural wood which help you relax. Simple forms
finished in white are universal and will not go out of fashion
quickly. What if we add colourful accents to them? Look how
graceful the joyful colour of walls and accessories look in their
company.

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
51/43/45,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
96/205,5/58-90 cm

desk
BIU 100
W/L/H
59/100/76,5 cm

desk
BIU1S
W/L/H
81/141/76,5 cm
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swivel armchair Petit WK+P; cabinet REG2S; desk BIU1D1S, wardrobe Flex SZF/120/240/66; shelf POLL/160; night stand KOM1S; LOZ/90/B
bed with container and frame on gas lifts; cabinet REG1D; chest of drawers KOM3S
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armchair
PATYCZAK
W/D/H
51/50/77 cm

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
148/43/45,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
148/43/90 cm

Beautiful, functional, safe - furniture
for children with a positive opinion of
the Institute of Mother and Child.

Simplicity and purity of form, decorative
corrugations and a beautiful pure white
gloss finish are a perfect recipe for an
original space for a teenager. Aesthetics,
comfort and functionality. Be inspired by
the Flames furniture!

all

p.

FLAMES

Swivel armchair PETIT WK+P; desk BIU1D1S

sibiu light larch/dark sonoma oak

shelf
POL
W/D/H
141/31/30 cm

items of 20 -21
the collection

white gloss/white high gloss
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SCANDINAVIAN STYLE

desk BIU1S; armchair PATYCZAK; bed LOZ/90; cabinet REG2D; cabinet REG1D1S; wardrobe SZF3D3S

cabinet
REG2D
W/D/H
106/43/134 cm

cabinet
REG1D1S
W/D/H
60/43/200 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D3S
W/D/H
148/61,5/200 cm
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HALLWAY
LIVING ROOM
BEDROOM
OFFICE

bed drawer to LOZ/160 in option
dim: 48,5/104/30,5 cm

bed drawer to LOZ/140 in option
dim: 48,5/104/30,5 cm

LOZ3S/160_OPCJA

OPCJA_LOZ3S

bed drawer LOZ/90, LOZ/ 120
in option
dim: 58,5/162/19 cm

bed drawer LOZ/90, LOZ/ 120
in option
dim: 61,5/199/26 cm

SZU/162

SZU

console

night stand

bed 160

bed 140

bed 120

bed 90

TOL1K1S
W/D/H
80/40/79,5 cm

KOM1S
W/D/H
49,5/34/42 cm

LOZ3S/160
W/L/H
165/204,5/47,5-85,5 cm

LOZ3S
W/L/H
145,5/204,5/47,5-85,5 cm

LOZ/120
W/L/H
125/204/44,5-66,5 cm

LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/203/44,5-66 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/8/8
W/D/H
77/32/74,5 cm

bookshelf

cabinet

desk

desk

bookshelf

bookshelf

bookshelf

bookshelf

REG/60
W/D/H
60/34/197 cm

REG2S/40
W/D/H
40/34/197 cm

BIU1S
W/L/H
59/100/76 cm

BIU2S
W/L/H
59/100/76 cm

REG/12/12
W/D/H
114/38,5/111 cm

REG/15/12
W/D/H
114/38,5/146,5 cm

REG/15/16
W/D/H
151/38,5/146,5 cm

REG/19/8
W/D/H
77/38,5/182 cm

chest of drawers KOM2D4S; hanging cabinet SFW/8/8; desk BIU1S; wardrobe SZF2D; night stand KOM1S; bed LOZ/90; drawer SZU; cabinet REG/12/12

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

NEPO PLUS
If you’re looking for sleek, lightweight furniture,
small in size that won’t overwhelm your interiors,
but is still spacious, the Nepo Plus collection is
ideal. It works great even in small spaces. You
can add a drawer with an additional lower bed to
a single bed and create a room for siblings.

white/
monastery oak

monastery oak/
sonoma oak

sonoma oak/
white

chest of drawers

monastery
oak

white

sonoma oak

KOM2D4S
W/D/H
118,5/34/84 cm

chest of drawers

coffee table

TV stand

shoe cabinet

shoe cabinet

shoe cabinet

KOM4S
W/D/H
80/34/84 cm

LAW/115
W/L/H
56/115/46,5 cm

RTV2D
W/D/H
138,5/46,5/42,5 cm

SFK1K
W/D/H
70/34/50,5 cm

SFB2K2
W/D/H
70/27,5/84 cm

SFB3K
W/D/H
70/17,5/120,5 cm

additional
shelves in
option

white/
sonoma oak

sonoma oak/
monastery oak

hallway

hanger

hanger

hanger

cabinet

wardrobe

wardrobe

corner wardrobe

PPK
W/D/H
90/30,5/185,5 cm

WIE/70
W/D/H
70/1,5/25 cm

WIE/15
W/D/H
15/1,5/135 cm

WIE/70/135
W/D/H
70/1,5/135 cm

REG1D
W/D/H
60/34/197 cm

SZF2D
W/D/H
80/54,5/197 cm

SZF3D2S
W/D/H
118,5/54,5/197 cm

SZFN2D
W/D/H
79,5/79,5/197 cm

YOUTH ROOM -
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MALCOLM
The furniture just looks like international shipping containers..! And
they can fit just as much in..! You can sense the mystery in the air, as you
try to read the blurred inscriptions on the ‘stamps’ from other travel
destinations. Listen to the story that the knocker-shaped handles want
to tell you...

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
65/120/77,5 cm

canyon monument oak / grey wolfram /
canyon monument oak with 3D print/
grey wolfram

trunk
KUF/90
W/D/H
93/49/45,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/50
W/D/H
50/40/87,5 cm

night stand
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/40/41,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW2D
W/D/H
120/31/51 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
120/45,5/42,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
80/57/205,5 cm

cabinet
REG3D2S
W/D/H
80/40/205,5 cm

cabinet
REG2S/50
W/D/H
50/40/205,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN1D
W/D/H
74,5/74,5/205,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN2D
W/D/H
95,5/95,5/205,5 cm

The rustic style in a youth
room can be enriched with
very modern additions and
they won’t clash, contrary to
what one might think.

wall unit MALCOLM
W/H
280/205,5 cm

1
2

desk BIU1D1S; wardrobe SZF2D2S; hanging cabinet SFW2D; trunk KUF/90; bed LOZ/90; cabinet REG3D2S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

Tiago mattress
in optioni

Carbo mattress, pillows and
headrests in option
3
4

chest of drawers
KOM4S/80
W/D/H
80/40/87,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
80/40/87,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
130/40/87,5 cm

bed
LOZ/120
W/L/H
124/204/45-90 cm

bed drawer
SZU
W/L/H
56,5/123/22 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
93/205,5/45-65 cm

bed
LOZ/80/160
W/L/H
79-154/202,5/60,5 cm

wall unit MALCOLM; chair ULTRA dim. 42/48/85 cm

1. Woody Black wall clock, wood imitation, plastic, dia. 30 cm;
2. Sicilia standing mirror, mdf, dim. 46x146 cm; 3. Maral decorative
pillow, dim. 45x45 cm; 4. Classic blanket, dim. 150x200 cm

YOUTH ROOM -
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WESTON

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW

A beautiful composition of youth room
furniture in loft style. Simple shapes,
distinctive wood decor, thickened sides and
tabletops and original handles are a proven
recipe for a unique interior.

oldstyle pine dark/matera

INDIANA
A collection created for those loving travel and adventure. The distinct wood grain
pattern in the shade of sutter oak and interesting metal fittings and handles emphasize
the unique character of the Indiana furniture alluding to Wild West style. Unique design
combined with functional solutions for organizing and storing items is an interesting
proposal for the arrangement of a youth room, home office, living room or hallway.

artisan oak/matera
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SOLID STYLE

sutter oak
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bed drawer
SZU/162
W/L/H
79,5/198,5/26 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S/130
W/D/H
131/40/91 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
101/204,5/42,5-80,5 cm

desk
BIU2S
W/L/H
60/120/75,5 cm

Tiago mattress in option

shelf
SFW/120
W/D/H
120/22/55 cm

container
KTN2S
W/D/H
45/40/50,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
90/40/91 cm

cabinet
REG3D1S
W/D/H
120/40/150 cm

hanging cabinet
JPOL 120
W/D/H
120/27/38,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S
W/D/H
120/40/150 cm

cabinet
REG1D1S
W/D/H
75/40/200,5 cm

bed
JLOZ 90
W/L/H
93/205,5/45-65 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
90/55/200,5 cm

night stand
JKOM 1S
W/D/H
50/40/40,5 cm

Carbo mattress, pillows and headrests in option

THE COLLECTION
ALSO INCLUDES
FURNITURE FOR

LIVING ROOM
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bed
JLOZ 80/160
W/L/H
79-154/202,5/60,5 cm

TV stand
JRTV 1S
W/D/H
80/52/47,5 cm

hanging cabinet JPOL 120; TV stand JRTV 1S; desk JBIU 2D2S; cabinet JREG2DO;
night stand JKOM 1S; bed JLOZ 80/160; chest of drawers JKOM 4S/50

coffee table
JLAW 120
W/L/H
60/120/55 cm

desk
JBIU 2S
W/L/H
65/120/78 cm

desk
JBIU 2D2S
W/L/H
65/140/78 cm

chest of drawers
JKOM 2D4S
W/D/H
130/49,5/87 cm

cabinet
JKOM 2D
W/D/H
80/40/87 cm

swivel armchair UNI; chest of drawers KOM1D3S/130; cabinet REG1D1S; wardrobe SZF2D2S; hanging cabinet SFW/120; bed LOZ/90; bed drawer SZU/162; desk BIU2S;
container KTN2S

cabinet
JREG-1SO/50
W/D/H
50/40/195,5 cm

cabinet
JREG 4SO/50
W/D/H
50/40/195,5 cm

cabinet
JREG2DO
W/D/H
80/40/195,5 cm

wardrobe
JSZF2D2S
W/D/H
80/57/195,5 cm

trunk
JKUF 120
W/D/H
120/49/47,5 cm

mirror
JLUS 50
W/D/H
50/2,5/100 cm

• wardrobe
shelves in
option

cabinet
JREG-1SO/80
W/D/H
80/40/195,5 cm

chest of drawers
JKOM 4S/80
W/D/H
80/40/87 cm

wardrobe
JSZF3D2S
W/D/H
150/57/195,5 cm

cabinet
JKOM 1K
W/D/H
60/40/47,5 cm

chest of drawers
JKOM 4S/50
W/D/H
50/40/87 cm

chest of drawers
JKOM 6S
W/D/H
50/40/126,5 cm

CHILDREN’S ROOM

-

MODERN STYLE
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ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS
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The Timon furniture will provide
your child with comfort, security
and conditions for harmonious
development and creative play.
Discover all collection features
such as handles, rounded edges
and creative prints.

STIT U

A

rranging a child’s room is a big challenge
for every parent. How to choose the
right furniture, colours and decorations
to make your child’s room cosy and
comfortable? Take a look at the modern
solutions and ideas for fashionable
children’s room arrangement we have
prepared for you.

TIMON
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CHILDREN’S ROOM

Beautiful, functional, safe - furniture
for children with a positive opinion of
the Institute of Mother and Child.
iconic beech/white/
application/white

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

wardrobe
without
application

baby cot LOZ/140
W/L/H 80/150/87 cm
The cot’s design meets
safety requirements.

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
100/40/92 cm

cabinet
REG1S/15
W/D/H
80/40/146 cm

cabinet
REG1S/18
W/D/H
80/40/182 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
100/60/182 cm

3

5

6

4

7
D E KO R A L CO LO U R PA L E T T E
HOME & STYLE

SUSHI GINGER

ALOE

HUSKY EYES

PINACOLADA

8

1. Alice White pendant lamp, dia. 37 cm, height 100 cm, E27, 100W;
2. Hummingbird picture, dim. 50x70 cm; 3. Timon baby cot; 4. Feather box, A4,
2 pcs. dim. 33x25x18 cm; 5. Decorative blue flower candlestick, dim. 9,8x9x5,8
cm; 6. Dalia decorative pillow, dim. 45x45 cm; 7. Fleece blanket, dim. 150x130
cm, colour: lilac; 8. Dots fleece blanket, dim. 130x150 cm, colour: blue

cabinet REG1S/18; baby cot LOZ/140;
chest of drawers KOM3S; wardrobe SZF2D1S

Decorative furniture applications are an interesting feature which will
give your interiors an original character and stimulate the imagination
of your child.

CHILDREN’S ROOM -

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
changing table
PRK
W/D/H
106,5/74/106,5 cm

shelf
POL_100
W/D/H
100/18/14 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
60/43/101 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D2S
W/D/H
106,5/45/89,5 cm

set
PRKW*
W/D/H
106,5/75/102 cm

baby cot
LOZ 70x140
W/L/H
83/147,5/90,5-60 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
106,5/55/200,5 cm

* set includes chest of drawers KOM1D2S, cabinet REG/30 (2 pcs.), changing table PRK/106

baby cot LOZ 70x140; cabinet LUCA JUZI REG1D1S; set PRKW; shelf POL_100; wardrobe SZF2D2S; chest of drawers KOM4S; pouf LAFU H dim. 60/60/40 cm
n
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With the Luca Baby furniture you can arrange
a fairytale room for your child. Simple white furniture
will help to create a cosy, relaxing interior. This neutral
base can always be enriched with colour accents to
add an original character to your interior.
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LUCA BABY
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ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

Beautiful, functional, safe - furniture
for children with a positive opinion of
the Institute of Mother and Child.

2

1

3
4

sibiu light larch/dark sonoma oak

1. Velvet decorative pillow, dim. 45x45 cm, colour: orange; 2. Arts Shaggy Rose carpet,
dim. 70x130 cm; 3. Stars fleece blanket, dim. 130x150 cm; 4. Animals, kitten A4 box, dim.
34x25x26 cm

cabinet LUCA JUZI REG1D1S; set PRKW; shelf POL_100; bed LOZ 70x140; pouf LAFU H dim. 60/60/40 cm

SCANDINAVIAN STYLE
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WORKSPACE

2

1

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

WORKSPACE

DARIN

W

hether you are arranging your
workspace at home or in the office, it should
be comfortable and functional above all. Even
in a small interior you can arrange the perfect
office space. Discover our selection of compact
desks and stylish consoles that will help
you create an office space conducive to
concentration and work efficiency.

3

USB

NEW

The Darin desk will allow you to
create a comfortable and cosy
place to work. The compact desk
is especially suitable for small
interiors, for example if you do
not have a separate office room.
You can even place it in your
bedroom. The desk on a metal
frame is equipped with a number
of practical solutions, such as
a practical shelf, a drawer for
trinkets and lighting.

5

7

4
8

HAVE

6

D E KO R A L CO LO U R PA L E T T E
HOME & STYLE

1. New York No. 1 poster, dim. 50x70 cm; 2. Harmony Black wall sconce,
dim. 29-75x24,5x24 cm, E27, 60W; 3. Infinity openwork storage container
with lid, 11l, grey; 4. AKA chair Print Monstera 02 Gold Black; 5. Gamla
TOL1S console; 6. Artificial plant in pot, height 36cm, metal/plastic; 7.
Laroa desk lamp, dim. 12x48 cm; 8. Basic Black wall clock, dia. 30 cm,
white frame; 9. Metal basket with lid, dim. 40x23x10 cm

desk DARIN, colour: arlington oak

9
AVOCADO

GREY STONE

KOALA BEAR

ORGANIC
WHITE

desk
DARIN
colour: arlington oak
W/L/H
57,1/100,2/90 cm

desk DARIN

110
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WORKSPACE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

BANTE

112

113

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

ALAMEDA

NEW

Looking for inspiration for arranging
your home office? Choose the Bante
desk, which is extremely stable thanks
to its tall pine frame. To increase
the comfort of use, the furniture
is equipped with a capacious drawer
and two shelves connected to the
frame, thanks to which the desk also
functions as a cabinet.

PVC

The Alameda console is a combination
of functionality and modern style. You
can place it in your bedroom or hallway,
where it will become a stylish addition,
or use it to arrange your workspace.
The furniture is equipped with a
practical drawer and an open shelf
as well as a wide tabletop that will
easily accommodate all the necessary
things for study and work.

console
ALAMEDA
colour: white gloss/
westminster oak/
white gloss
W/L/H
41,2/100/80,5 cm

desk
BANTE
colour: alpine white
W/L/H
48/96/185,3 cm

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

HOLTEN

BRENT
USB

The Holten console is an integral
part of the home office and
youth room. Its simple design
will also work well in the
bedroom. The thickened sides
of the body, striking colouring,
handle - free design and
scratch - resistant laminated
tabletop are the unquestionable
advantages of this piece of
furniture.

Prepare the perfect space for
work and study. The practical
Brent desk will help you
achieve that, it stands out
with its simple, pine frame
and a number of functional
solutions. Two open shelves
and a practical drawer provide
ideal storage for various
accessories.

desk
BRENT
colour: alpine white
W/L/H
55/96/90,3 cm

console TOL1S; chair NINA 2

console BIU1S; chair Patyczak Modern

console
HOLTEN
colour: white/wotan oak/
white gloss
W/L/H
40/106,2/81,5 cm

WORKSPACE

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

TUMBEN
Tumben is a console for people who
are not afraid to use colours in their
interiors! The deep bottle green
colour will be a beautiful decorative
accent in any interior. Its placement
on a minimalist metal frame gives
it an impression of lightness. It can
serve you as a workplace during
the day and become a striking
decoration in the evening.

console BIU1S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

BRELA
The Brela console is a perfect choice for people
who love unconventional solutions. It features an
impressive frame, it is made of pine wood
and owes its interesting form to its original
legs. The console is equipped with a handy
drawer and an open shelf, which provide you
with the necessary space for some of your most
important trinkets.
console TOL 1S

console
BIU1S
colour: sibiu gold larch/
uni granat
W/L/H
48/86/95,5 cm

console BIU1S

console
TOL 1S
colour: labrador
W/L/H
35,5/106,5/78 cm

console TOL 1S; chair Vario 2
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WORKSPACE

cabinet
REG2D/120/F12
W/D/H
80/37/122 cm

cabinet
REG2D/120/F12/Z
W/D/H
80/37/122 cm

cabinet
REG2D/120
W/D/H
80/37/122 cm

cabinet
REG2D/120/Z
W/D/H
80/37/122 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S/120
W/D/H
80/37/122 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S/120/Z
W/D/H
80/37/122 cm

cabinet
REG2S/120
W/D/H
80/37/122 cm

LOCKABLE CABINETS
CABINETS
WITH CUSTOMISABLE
FRONTS

container
KTN3S
W/D/H
42/37/62,5 cm

container KTN3S; height-adjustable desk BIU/160/70/B; desk BIU/160/70/A; corner desk BIU/140/90/A/L; cabinet REG2W2S/200; cabinet REG2S/200; cabinet REG1D/120

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

SPACE OFFICE

NEW

Thanks to ingenious and functional solutions, the Space Office
furniture fits perfectly into any office space. Desks with electric
height adjustment, open - work cabinets, two module heights, a multitude
of front configurations, branded accessories with a soft closing and
damage - resistant laminate on furniture bodies and fronts. Discover
the Space Office collection.

2 TYPES OF TABLETOPS

cabinet
REG2W/120
W/D/H
80/37,5/122 cm

2 BODY HEIGHTS

bookshelf
REG/120
W/D/H
42/37/122 cm

bookshelf
REG/200
W/D/H
42/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D/120
W/D/H
120/37/122 cm

cabinet
REG1D/200
W/D/H
120/37/202,5 cm

shelves
in option

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
cabinet
REG4D/200/F12/G/Z
REG4D/200/F12/D/Z
W/D/H
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D/200/F12
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D/200
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2W2S/200
W/D/H
80/37,5/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2W/200
W/D/H
80/37,5/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2S/200
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D2S/200/Z
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D2S/200
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2W2S/200/Z
W/D/H
80/37,5/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2W2S/200
W/D/H
80/37,5/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2W/200/Z
W/D/H
80/37,5/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2W/200
W/D/H
80/37,5/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S/200/Z
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D2S/200
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D/200/Z
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D/200/F20/Z
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D/200/F20
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D/200/F12/Z
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D/200/F12
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D/200/Z
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D/200
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/80/200
W/D/H
80/37/202,5 cm

aristan oak

2 WIDTHS OF TABLETOPS

140 i 160 cm

desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
70/120/75,5 cm

cabinet
REG2W2S/120
W/D/H
80/37,5/122 cm

140 i 160 cm

75,5 cm

72-120 cm

140 i 160 cm

2 DEPHTS OF TABLETOPS

container
KTN4S
W/D/H
50/50/75,5 cm

cabinet
REG/80/120
W/D/H
80/37/122 cm

117

desk without a height-adjustable tabletop

desk with a height-adjustable tabletop
- ability to configure 4 height presets
(range from 72 to 120 cm)

Desks without height adjustment (straight or corner tabletop)
Desks with electric height adjustment (straight or corner tabletops)

ELECTRIC HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

Cabinets with customisable fronts.
Cabinets with locks.

WORKSPACE
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SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

container
KON3S
W/D/H
40/38,5/56 cm

bookshelf
REG/53/114
W/D/H
52,5/35/114 cm

desk
BIU/120/73
W/L/H
73/120/77 cm

cabinet
REG2D/114
W/D/H
79/35/114 cm

desk
BIU/160/73
W/L/H
73/160/77 cm

bookshelf
REG/53/220
W/D/H
52,5/35/221 cm

desk
BIU/223/170
W/L/H
170/223/77 cm

cabinet
REG2D/220
W/D/H
79/35/221 cm

bookshelf
REG/79/220
W/D/H
79/35/221 cm

cabinet
REG4D2S/220
W/D/H
79/35/221 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/79
W/D/H
79/43/221 cm

1
container KON3S/40; desk BIU/223/170; cabinet REG4D2S/220; cabinet REG2D/220; cabinet REG2D/114; cabinet REG/53/114; armchair AMSTERDAM dim. 79/71/108 cm

2
2

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

OFFICE LUX

1

Work will be even more enjoyable if you choose
furniture that will give you real support. In the Office
Lux collection you will find a many items allowing you
to design a comfortable and modern office. Lockable
cabinets help you to keep your most important
documents safe. Do you need a lot of space to work? No
problem! Here you will find a comfortable corner desk.

3

light grey/graphite glass

4

1. Country basket 6l, anthracite; 2. Mist picture, dim. 50x70 cm; 3. Narvik
photo frame, dim. 13x18 cm, colour: shabby; 4. Heca plant pot cover, dim.
9,5x12x10 cm, colour: anthracite

1. cabinet REG4D2S/220; cabinet REG2D/220
2. cabinet REG2D/114; cabinet REG/53/114

This is a perfect solution to create
a modern office. Use the available
items and arrange an office space
that won’t go out of style for a long
time.

WORKSPACE
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ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

EXECUTIVE
This modern collection will captivate you, not only with its aesthetics, but
also with its ingenuity. Look at that „thick” shelf in the cabinet and at how
cleverly it camouflages the drawer, which can hold your office supplies.
You can combine two desks to make one corner desk by adding a desks
connector, which will further increase the surface area of the tabletop.

desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
70/120/76,5 cm

light san remo oak

grey wolfram/
light san remo oak

desk
BIU/160
W/L/H
70/160/76,5 cm

desks connector
LAC/7
W/D/H
69,5/69,5/2 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

bookshelf
REG/11/8
W/D/H
80/36/113,5 cm

container
KTN3S
W/D/H
40,5/40/57,5 cm

chest of drawers
REG2D1S/11/9
W/D/H
90/40,5/113,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/22/5
W/D/H
50/36/218,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/22/8
W/D/H
80/36/218,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D/22/8
W/D/H
80/37,5/218,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D1S/22/6
W/D/H
60/40,5/218,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D1S/22/9
W/D/H
90/40,5/218,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN1D
W/D/H
72,5/72,5/218,5 cm

cabinet REG2D/220; cabinet REG/53/220; cabinet REG4D2S/220; cabinet REG/53/114; cabinet REG2D/114; desk BIU/72/150; desk BIU/72/100; connector LAC/70;
container KON3S/40

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

BRW OFFICE
Simplicity, functionality, elegance. This collection is like a white blouse perfect for work, because it is always elegant and appropriate. Compose
your office from a variety of elements, depending on whether you need
to hide some things away or expose them to make them easily
accessible. And finally, you have a real office!

sonoma oak

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
desks
connector
LAC/70
W/D/H
70/70/2 cm

container
KON3S/40
W/D/H
40/40/56 cm

desk
BIU/72/100
W/L/H
70/100/72 cm

desk
BIU/72/150
W/L/H
70/150/72 cm

bookshelf
REG/53/114
W/D/H
52,5/35/114 cm

cabinet
REG2D/114
W/D/H
79/35/114 cm

bookshelf
REG/53/220
W/D/H
52,5/35/221 cm

cabinet
REG2D/220
W/D/H
79/35/221 cm

cabinet
REG4D2S/220
W/D/H
79/35/221 cm

cabinet REG4D/22/8; cabinet REG4D1S/22/9; corner wardrobe SZFN1D; cabinet REG2D1S/22/6; desk BIU/160; container KTN3S; desks connector LAC/7; desk BIU/160
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WARDROBES,
DRESSING ROOMS
AND HALLWAYS

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

1

HAVE
WARDROBE FOR YOUR NEEDS!

3

The FLEX wardrobe is an answer to all your storage needs. Design it by yourself!
Choose the width, height and depth of the body, as well as the colour of the fronts
and how they are opened. Keep the mess under control by choosing interior design
accessories to help you navigate inside it. Take the challenge and create a wardrobe
that fits in with your home and the clothes you wear.

T

his is the place where you store all
your treasures. A collection of shoes,
warm jackets and coats, the soft and cosy
sweaters, comfortable jeans or elegant
evening dresses. Discover our solutions
and create your dream wardrobe, dressing
room or hallway.

4

2

1. Gold wall clock, plastic, dia. 30 cm; 2. Clothes
cover, dim. 60x137 cm; 3. Sicilia standing
mirror, mdf, dim. 46x146 cm, colour: concrete;
4. Wooden hangers, 3 pcs.; 5. Blanket cover,
dim. 60x45x29 cm, colour: dark grey; 6. Mateus
pouf, dim. 61/61/45 cm; 7. Asker blanket, dim.
220x200 cm, colour: grey; 8. Storage container,
dim. 39x29x19 cm

HINGED DOORS

SLIDING DOORS

OPEN WARDROBE

YOUR WARDROBE IN 3 STEPS
6

1

Choose a body with the right height, width and depth.
Adjust the wardrobe to the interior. Please note that
the body modules are available in different interior
design versions.

5

D E KO R A L CO LO U R PA L E T T E
HOME & STYLE

3
BALTIC SKY

GREY STONE

TOFU

CAFE
MACCHIATO

ADJUST THE WARDROBE SIZE

7

8

ADD EQUIPMENT
Take advantage of the possibilities and control the
mess by choosing the right interior accessories.

2

TAKE CARE OF STYLE
Choose the method of opening your
wardrobe and the colours of the fronts, body
and handles.
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1 ADJUST THE WARDROBE SIZE

front:

HEIGHT

DEPTH

CHOOSE
THE BODY AND
FRONTS COLOUR

How high is the interior you are decorating?
Regardless of this, you can choose a low or
high wardrobe, with a height of 218 or 240 cm.

Adjust the wardrobe depth to the space, that
you have. Shallow wardrobes are perfect for e.g.
in narrow corridors.

Choose the colours you like best. Remember,
that you can connect different solutions!

white

stirling
oak

mirror

white gloss
(lacobel)

light grey
(lacobel)

black gloss
(lacobel)

wotan
oak

sonoma
oak

monastery
oak

sibiu light
larch

graphite

sonoma
oak

graphite

monastery
oak

white gloss

218 cm

240 cm

body:

white

66 cm

45 cm

WIDTH
You can choose a single wardrobe or connect different bodies,
creating a spectacular configuration. It’s up to you.

SOLID
CONSTRUCTION
WARDROBE
BODIES
WITH HINGED
DOORS
50 cm

75 cm

100 cm

corner (Module 1)

3 ADD EQUIPMENT
It does not really matter how big your wardrobe is. Important is how you
will organize its interior. Take advantage of the possibilities offered by the
various interior equipment accessories. You get a wide range of solutions to
accommodate several pairs of shoes, socks, bags, dresses and much more. Do
not forget about the interior lighting. You will appreciate it especially after
dark, when looking for your favorite blouse.

150,7 cm

170,7, 180,7 cm

smooth and soft
closing of drawers

drawer with full
extension slide
applies to all drawers in FLEX wardrobes

Body thickness: 18 mm
Bottom panel
thickness: 22 mm

connector (Module 2)

hanging rod for
shallow wardrobes

WARDROBE
BODIES
WITH SLIDING
DOORS
120,7 cm

hinged frame doors

200,7 cm

220,7, 240,7, 260,7 cm

lighting

hanging rod short

hanging rod long

drawer

drawer
with glass front

(only available in 66 cm depth)

2 TAKE CARE OF STYLE

shoe shelf

shelf

glass shelf

brake

container

set of 3 shelves

CHOOSE THE TYPE
OF HANDLES
The handles are like little jewelry
for each wardrobe. Choose the
style and colour to match perfectly
with the whole thing.

wardrobe handles with sliding doors

wardrobe handles with hinged doors

supported
bottom shelf

set of 3 drawers
+ shelf

drawer
with dividers

trouser hanger
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YOUR WARDROBE
IN 3 STEPS

1 CHOOSE THE BODY SIZE AND COLOUR
BODY SIZE
Choose a body size from the three available options

body wardrobe 153
W/D/H
153/64/218,5 cm

body wardrobe 183
W/D/H
183/64/218,5 cm

body wardrobe 220
W/D/H
220/64/218,5 cm

BODY COLOUR
Within the body, the colours of the side and other
elements can be freely combined.

BODY
white

wardrobe COLIN 153; body: white, fronts: white, mirror

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

2 CHOOSE

THE HANDLES
AND FRONTS COLOUR

COLIN

sonoma oak

3 SELECT

ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS

FRONT

Colin is a capacious wardrobe with sliding doors tailored
to your needs. Thanks to the possibility of choosing
colours for the fronts and bodies, additional hangers,
shelves, and drawers, you can create a model perfectly
suited to your expectations.

white

mirror

sonoma oak

white gloss varnish

wotan oak

white gloss foil

set
of 3 shelves
in option

grandson oak

An example organization of the interior of a wardrobe.

HANDLES AVAILABLE IN: GRAPHITE
AND SILVER COLOURS

wardrobe COLIN 220; body: sonoma oak, fronts: sonoma oak, white

set
of 3 drawers
in option
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HALLWAYS
ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

ALAMEDA

HOLTEN
The Holten furniture, although modern, are like pure
canvas. You can paint any story around them using
colours, patterns and accessories. All this is thanks to
the glossy white finish combined with wood decor.

A practical furniture set which will
allow you to create an ergonomic
and stylistically coherent hallway
arrangement. LED lighting placed
under the tabletop will delight your
guests and also make it easier to find
things.
PVC

NEW

all

all

p.

ALAMEDA

p.

items of 16-17
the collection

items of 12-13
the collection

HOLTEN

shoe cabinet SFK1K; wardrobe REG2D2S; console TOL1S

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

ADVANTAGES
AND FUNCTIONS

LOKSA

NEPO
PLUS

Scandinavian simplicity has
its unique charm. Look at
the beautiful fronts, the
characteristic handles and
the warm colour of the
wood on the tabletops.
Such furniture will allow
you to furnish a hallway that
you will always be happy to
return to.

all

cabinet REG1D/200; shoe cabinet REG2K1S; mirror LUS; shoe cabinet REG1D/50; hanger WIE

Countless
possibilities
of
arrangement with the Nepo
Plus collection. Choose among
the dozens of different items
and colours to create the perfect hallway. A hallway which
not only offers enough room
for your things, but also for
you.

p.

items of 26-27
the collection

all

p.

items of 100-101
the collection

LOKSA

NEPO
PLUS
shoe cabinet SFK1D,; hanger WIE/60; cabinet SZF2D/85; chest of drawers KOM2D1S; mirror LUS/96; chair VARIO 1

shoe cabinet SFK1K; shoe cabinet SFB3K
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legend

PICTOGRAMS
elements for
individual
configuration

energy efficient
LED lighting
in standard

press
to open

PVC foil
fronts

metal
frame

energy efficient
LED lighting
in option

capacious
interior

branded
sliding tracks

wooden
legs

foil with increased
resistance to
scratches

laminate with
increased
resistance
to scratches

recycled
wood

mattress and bed
insert in option

smooth and soft
closing of drawers

even and soft
closing of fronts

EKO
low-emission
varnish

product available
in other colours

varnished
surface

deep and shallow
wardrobe connecting
module

corner wardrobe
connecting
module

additional shelves
in option

branded
hinges

tempered
glass

gloss
fronts

product available
in other dimensions

open-work
furniture

handle-free
opening of
fronts

container
for bedding

drawer with
full extension
slide

USB

EKO

bed
drawer

wooden
handles

natural wood
and veneer

RAMLA COLLECTION

PVC

frame
on gas lifts

upholstered
headboard
in option

USB
port

locked
fronts

Dimensions of cabinet furniture, upholstered furniture, tables, chairs and coffee tables presented in the catalogue
are given in cm in the following order: width / depth (length) / height.

